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INTRODUCTION 
 
 

The 2021-2022 Grade 11 Chemistry classes are pleased to present the inaugural 
issues of the first volume of LaSalle Labs. This magazine showcases articles from the 
students covering a wide variety of topics within the chemical industry. Topics from the 
chemical of personal care products, forensics, building materials and pharmaceuticals 
can be found in the two issues. You can also challenge yourself to some puzzles and 
crosswords for fun! 
 
The students were tasked with seeking out topics of interest to them and doing some 
research to learn more about the chemical (or chemistry) behind the products. They 
then had to present the material in a manner suitable for a magazine targeted to high 
school students.  
 
On behalf of Ms. Mohaghegh and myself, we are proud of their accomplishments this 
year and we hope you enjoy reading through the two issues appreciating that 
chemistry truly is everywhere.  
 
Sincerely,  
Ms. Ceschia 
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          he pandemic has brought about the 
resurgence of numerous trends from the years 
past after a seemingly never-ending lockdown. 
Gen-z has single-handedly revived the early 
Y2K fashion trends, with teenagers around the 
world raiding their parents closet’s for their low 
rise jeans, Juicy Couture tracksuits, and most 
importantly, their film cameras. Located in the 
hands of the young trendsetters of today, the 
disposable film camera gives teens the 
opportunity to experience what life was like 
before the digital age. However, many teens still  
do not know how disposable film cameras 
came to be and how they work? 

Picture Perfect
By: Emma Massaro & Avery Bailey
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        The disposable camera was first invented in 
1986 by the company FujiFilm in Japan. Their 
Usturun - Desu (“It takes pictures”) or “Quick Snap” 
line used 35mm film in order to snap a quick photo 
without the worry of how it appears. During the 80’s 
in Japan, cameras were extremely expensive and only 
used on special occasions, typically by the men in 
each household. When disposable cameras were 
introduced, a cultural shift began in Japan which then 
flooded the rest of the world. The introduction of 
cheap, fun-sized, lightweight cameras brought 
families together and made memories a little easier 
to capture. Parents and children were able to take 
photos which created the “snap happy” stereotype 
that is still prominent in society today. Because of the 
overwhelming response that disposable film cameras 
had, major companies such as Nokia, Konica, and 
Canon produced their own versions of film cameras. 
FujiFilm then began to improve their disposable film 
cameras by adding features such as waterproofing, 
panorama photography, and flash photography 
which are now current models of all disposable film 
cameras used.
        Over the pandemic, spending time with the 
people you love has become a source of core 
memories which changed Gen Z’s view on 
photography. They have realized it is more important 
to have a photo that captures the moment rather 
than a photo that captures your best angle. 

History of Dispos however, bromine is the most common one used 
out of all three elements. You may be wondering… 
what is silver halide?
         The silver halide grains used in photographic 
paper and film are crystalline structures of silver 
and halide ions in a lattice structure. These grains 
are held together by chemical bonds that are 
extremely strong and stable; however, there is 
some movement allowed of important atoms and 
electrons throughout the structure which are 
crucial for the development of the film picture. 
(Witten, 2016)

From Picture to Print 
         In film cameras, chemistry is involved through 
the actual film and photo paper, as well as its 
development. Photographic paper and film consist of 
a gelatin emulsion with silver halide grains layered 
onto either paper or film base. These halides that are 
most often used are chlorine, bromine and iodine; 

        When photons from light come into contact 
with a grain, an electron is ejected from the valence 
band of the halide into the conducting band of the 
crystal. This electron will then combine with a 
moving silver ion forming atomic silver. The place 
where this occurs is the latent image center. The 
latent image is invisible to the eye, but after further 
development, the atomic silver will create dark areas 
due to its color. The latent center serves as a 
catalyst for the development of the film picture. The 
most important compound in a developer is the 
developing agent, which is an organic compound 
that makes the latent image visible. Hydroquinone, 
an organic compound, is a popular developing 
agent often found in developing solutions. 4



In order to make the latent image visible, the 
developing agent acts upon the exposed light- 
sensitive silver-halide crystals. Each exposed silver 
halide crystal contains an invisible speck of metallic 
silver. A developing agent acts upon each crystal 
containing a speck of metallic silver and turns the 
entire crystal black. When all the exposed light 
sensitive crystals have turned black, the image is 
visible. Developing agents, however, are imperfect 
and other compounds must be added to help them 
do their jobs. (Houston, N/A)

Capturing Moments or Causing 
Pollution? 

        Although people around the world have re- 
discovered the classical art of film photography, 
many still prefer the digital use for photography. 
On the contrary, those who do use film cameras 
do not stop to question whether or not film 
photography is beneficial for the environment. In 
a way, film photography is sustainable for the 
environment as fewer cameras are being 
produced meaning that there is less plastic, 
chemicals, and other non-biodegradable things 
being exerted into the environment. Additionally, 
this means that less of these items are being 
manufactured to meet the demand for film 
cameras. Despite the partial sustainability that 
film cameras possess, they also suggest many 
detriments to the environment. As mentioned 
previously, film is not biodegradable due to the 
coating of silver halide crystals in both color and 
black and white film. This means that the film you 
throw away at some point in time will just sit in a 
landfill forever without bio-degradation. This 
problem is evident as the harmful aspects of film 
do not leave the earth in adequate conditions for 
future generations. 

 

Additionally, the processing of film also requires 
many toxic chemicals that can cause great harm to 
the environment if not disposed of properly. The 
chemicals such as hydroquinone, phenidone, and 
dimezone, combined with either sodium carbonate 
or sodium hydroxide used to develop film are 
extremely harmful to oneself as well as the 
environment if not disposed of immediately. It is 
crucial that many film companies find the means to 
dispose of film cameras properly as it makes the use 
of these cameras more eco-friendly and sustainable. 
Over the last couple of years, FujiFilm has made 
efforts to make film photography more sustainable 
and accessible. The company has recently 
established an app that you can download on your 
smartphone (for free) which allows people to 
capture “film like” pictures digitally. This app does 
not only allow you to capture film-like pictures 
digitally, but also acts in the same way as a film 
camera as you are not allowed to see the pictures 
instantly. The app has a time frame of 24 hours in 
order to allow your photos to “develop”. This 
satisfies one's desires to have vintage looking 
photos that you get from a film camera in a more 
sustainable eco- friendly way. It is safe to say that 
film cameras have made  a large impact on their 
users as its comeback has served as a platform for 
memory making amongst loved ones. Film
photography has opened the eyes of Gen Z’s to the 
beauty of our world as we are now able to truly live 
in the moment while capturing the moment.

University of Houston College of Technology n. (n.d.). Chemistry of Photographic Processing -
University of Houston. PhotoChem. Retrieved May 25, 2022, from 
https://web.tech.uh.edu/digitalmedia/materials/3351/PHOTCHEM.pdf 
Witten, N. M. (2016, May 5). The Chemistry of Photography - University of South Carolina. The 
Chemistry of Photography. Retrieved May 25, 2022, from 
https://scholarcommons.sc.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1085&context=senior_theses 
Europe, C. (2022, March 18). Disposable camera. Wikipedia. Retrieved May 24, 2022, from 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disposable_camera 
Lee. (2021, May 15). Is film photography sustainable? The Photography Professor. Retrieved 
May 24, 2022, from https://thephotographyprofessor.com/is-film-photography-sustainable/ 
Shah, P. (2022, February 1). 9 reasons film photography is coming back. Architecture 
Photographer | Film Photo Lab | Photography Classes. Retrieved May 24, 2022, from 
https://www.artbypino.com/blog/film-photography-revival 
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COMPARATIVE GENOMICS

        n the early 1950s, James Watson, Francis Crick,

and Maurice Wilkins were able to figure out the

structure of DNA or “Deoxyribonucleic Acid”. Their

main method, X-Ray Crystallography, was used to

identify patterns created by X-ray waves that

signified the presence of certain monomers. The

monomers that were discovered are called

“Nucleotides”, and when put in a specific sequence,

they code for certain proteins that help create life.

Nucleotides are composed of a nitrogenous base, a

deoxyribose, and a phosphate group. The four

nitrogenous bases are Adenine, Thymine, Guanine,

and Cytosine, and each nucleotide is named based

on which base it is bonded to. Adenine (A) and

Guanine (G) are organic compounds with two rings

called purines, and Thymine (T) and Cytosine (C) are

single-ringed pyrimidines. One of these bases is

then bonded to a deoxyribose which is a

monosaccharide without a hydroxyl (OH) group on

the 2’ carbon. The bond between the base and the

deoxyribose is called a “glycosidic bond”, and it

covalently forms between a nitrogen from the base

and a carbon from the sugar. The deoxyribose is

then bonded to a phosphate group. The entire DNA

molecule is then formed by the repetition of this

pattern; only, different bases are paired to each

other through hydrogen bonds creating the

differentiation in each of our genes. The hydrogen

bonds between each base are formed as a result of

the positively charged hydrogen being bonded to

the negatively charged nitrogen; specifically,

Adenine only pairs to Thymine, and Guanine only

pairs to Cytosine. Eventually, the different

combinations of bases in a double helix structure

forms a gene, and many genes form a DNA

molecule, and multiple DNA molecules form a

genome. 

DETAIL >

COMPARATIVE GNEMOMICS

De La Salle Chemistry

STRUCTURE OF DNA

D E L  C H E M I S T R Y  

The figure above shows the interactions between certain monomers in a DNA molecule. The
bases Adenine and Thymine are shown; however, Guanine and Cytosine share very similar
chemical bonds to each other and the deoxyribose with only slight variations in their chemical
structures. 

           ow that we know a little more about the
chemical makeup of a DNA molecule, we can
focus more on the bigger picture: researching the
genomes of many different organisms to see when
they developed new adaptations that allowed
them to survive and reproduce more efficiently. To
begin, a genome is the entire collection of DNA
that contains many different sequences of the four
base pairs which hold the information needed to
build an organism. Inside the nucleus of a cell, the
genome of the organism is held in tightly coiled, x
– shaped strands of DNA called chromosomes.
From here, we can discover how genomes may
change over time.

By: Jordan Sourial

"Comparative genomics is a field of biological research in
which researchers use a variety of tools to compare the

complete genome sequences of different species. By
carefully comparing characteristics that define various

organisms, researchers can pinpoint regions of similarity and
difference." -  National Human Genome Research Institute
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Scientists compare the genomes of different organisms to see at
which genes and at which time periods linages separated. They

search for differences and similarities in each gene, and they can
determine how long-ago beneficial mutations and alleles may

have surfaced for each of the organisms. For example, by looking
at the genome of modern birds, we may be able to find when

certain bird species developed powered flight, and when other
species remained terrestrial.

 
 Overall, genetic variation is vital to the survival of a species, and
through comparative genomics, scientists can find those
variations using different DNA sequencing technologies.
Especially since these technologies are continuously being
developed, it becomes easier and easier to shine light on how life
evolved over the past 500 million years.

 
 
 
 

DETAIL >

GENETIC VARIATION 

De La Salle Chemistry

D E L  C H E M I S T R Y  

Genetic variation between species is caused by
the formation of alleles and mutations. Firstly,
alleles are different forms of the same gene. In

only a few base pairs, an entire gene can be
slightly altered creating a different form of the

original. To better understand this, picture a
gene used for coding hair colour. This gene will

code for the colour of the organism’s hair;
however, the specific colour will be

determined by slight variations in base pairs
that produce slightly different hair

pigmentation proteins. Moreover, mutations in
the DNA may also occur as a result of exposure
to radiation, carcinogens or during cell division

when it isn’t replicated or divided properly.
Beneficial mutations and alleles are known as

adaptations, and they are what cause
organisms to genetically and physically

change, and lineages to split. 

Putting it all Together

 Further, the discoveries of mutations and
alleles are only possible with DNA

sequencing. The enzyme polymerase is able
to replicate certain strands and add an
additional fluorescent light that emits

different signals depending on which bases
are present. Once the specific bases are

identified, researchers read only one half of
the molecule to simplify things. They are able
to do this because each strand of DNA exists

in a double helix formation, and Adenine only
pairs with Thymine while Guanine only pairs
with Cytosine. This way, the other bases will

always correspond to each other, and
scientists can lay out information easier.

GENE SEQUENCING 
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Cement Through Time  
 

The earliest records of cement usage date 

back to the time period of ancient Rome and 

Greece.  However, the composition of 

cement back then was completely different 

than it is today.  Back then cement was made 

of limestone and volcanic ashes and when 

mixed in water it hardened to form a solid 

mass that was stronger than any other 

material for its time or what we know today 

as concrete. The Romans utilized this new 

material to further develop their work in 

masonry to build foundations for new 

structures.  One of the earliest buildings that 

that was made of cement was Opus 

Caementitium.  Opus Ceaementitium was 

built by the Romans with a cement formula 

that was primarily comprised of lime and 

crushed rock. This ancient structure still 

stands today proving the strength and 

malleability of concrete even during its infant 

stages of use. Furthermore, it wasn’t until the 

mid-18 hundreds when what is known as 

modern day cement was discovered. English 

Scientist Isaac Johnson discovered Portland 

cement by heating clay and chalk at 

temperatures of about 1400-1500 degrees 

Celsius.  Through his research Johnson 

found that when chalk and clay reacted with 

higher temperatures more Clinkerization 

occurred.  Clinkerization is the process when 

a solid state reacts with oxides of starting 

materials.  Due to it being a solid-state 

reaction when more energy is needed to 

allow there to be diffusion of atoms and 

molecules of the crystals.  It is through this 

chemical process that the components of 

cement become stronger and more reactive.  

Isaac Johnsons method of making cement is 

how it is still done to this day.  Of course 

there may be some slight variations in 

temperature of the solids used in the making 

of the actual cement but the way that the 

cement is formed through Clinkerization is 

the same to this day.   

Chemistry Behind Cement 

Today Portland cement is the key ingredient 

in concrete which is the foundational 

building block of nearly all modern day 

structures.  However, making Portland 

cement is not the easiest process.  What 

needs to be done first is the harvesting of 

minerals such as limestone.  The limestone 

is then shipped off to a factory. Within the 

limestone compounds such as calcium oxide 

CaO and silicon dioxide SiO2  are primarily 

found because they make up about 80% of 

limestones composition.  However, other 

minerals like clay and slate can also be used 

in the making of cement but what should be 

noted is that they contain different 

compounds.  Such compounds include iron 

oxide Fe2O3 and hydrated aluminum 

Al(OH)3 .  Once the minerals arrive at the 

 

 

 

Image of Opus Caementitium today 
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plant they are put in a cement kiln where 

they undergo the process of 

Clinkerization.  It is in this large kiln 

where the minerals are heated at 

temperatures of up to 1500 degrees 

Celsius.  Additionally, kilns are 

positioned on an axis so that when the 

raw materials are placed inside of it the 

transfer of heat to the raw material is 

maximized.  Furthermore, the axis 

position is purposely angled in order to 

reduce the amount of heat that is lost as a 

result of the waste gases.  In addition to 

the heat and axis components of the kiln, 

there are many other chemical materials 

that play a large role in the formation of 

the actual cement that the kiln is 

responsible for.  These materials include 

alite, belite, tricalcium aluminate, and 

tetracalcium alumino ferrite.  The 

purpose of these materials is to give the 

cement its mineral properties so that the 

cement is able to react with liquid in 

order for it to make concrete.  Once the 

material has gone through the kiln 

cement balls otherwise known as 

“clinker” are formed.  The final step that 

the clinker balls must go through in order 

for it to become Portland cement is the 

clinker must go through a grinding 

process that breaks the clinker down into 

a sand like material.  The clinker is first 

cooled down and then put in a ball mill 

that is filled with a material called gypsum 

(CaSO4 * 2H2O). Gypsum breaks down 

the clinker and as a result, Portland 

cement is the product.   

Cementing a Legacy 

Today, there are many ways that cement 

is used.  However, it is most commonly 

used to make concrete.  When cement 

(specifically Portland cement) is mixed 

with water it hardens creating concrete as 

the final product.  Concrete is currently 

the foundational building block of nearly 

every structure that is built.  In fact, you 

probably can’t even leave your house 

without noticing concrete. For example, 

your sidewalks are made of concrete, and 

the foundation that your house is built 

upon is most likely made of concrete.  

What makes concrete so amazing is that 

it is able to withstand temperature related 

damage, it’s fire resistant, and its strong 

enough to withstand large forces making 

it the ideal material for building 

foundations, dams, and bridges.  

Although it may seem there are no 

negative aspects to using concrete it is 

estimated that concrete production is 

responsible for 4-8% of global carbon 

emissions.  Additionally, to get raw 

materials to make cement such materials 

must be harvested from the earth and 

transported distances to factories by large 

machines.   
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How Sunscreen Keeps you Safe 
By Andrew Batelli 

 
As summer is right around the corner it is time again for everyone to get out of the house and 
head to the beach. So then what better time to learn about sunscreen, it is one of the essential 
products you can use to protect your skin despite it usually going underappreciated. However, 
what really makes it so important is chemistry.    
 
To fully comprehend how sunscreen provides protection, we must learn what it is we are trying 
to protect ourselves from. Now anyone can tell you that sunscreen is to protect from UV 
radiation but, what does that really mean. Well, UV radiation is energy emitted by the sun. There 
are three types of UV rays. First, there is UVC this is not very important as it does not reach the 
surface of the earth meaning it cannot reach us. The other two types UVA and UVB are able to 
cause damage to the skin UVB however only causes five percent of UV radiation to reach the 
earth. This means that the real problem and what we have to look at is UVA.   
 
UVA is responsible for the largest amount of UV radiation from the sun that reaches the earth 
which is about 95 percent.  UVA can penetrate very deep into your skin (all the way down to the 
connective tissue) this can cause things like faster aging of the skin. In more extreme cases 
UVA can cause indirect DNA damage by generating reactive species in the skin. It heavily adds 
to increased skin cancer risk.  

 
Diagram of some of the chemical UV blockers 
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Now how does sunscreen function chemically? Most sun protection products work by absorbing 
reflecting or scattering sunlight. There are two categories of sunscreen physical and chemical or 
organic (carbon-based) and inorganic chemicals used to provide protection. The active organic 
ingredients are titanium dioxide and zinc oxide these two compounds are used as a reflective 
barrier to light as well as absorbing the UVA and UVB radiation. They are the physical 
sunscreen ingredients. They can disperse UV rays leaving you harm-free however, these 
chemicals alone would leave a visible white layer atop your skin which is not very pleasing. In 
order to counteract this, there was a new kind of sunscreen developed that has a mixture of 
organic and inorganic chemicals. What this means is that there can be different chemical 
structures where different UV wavelengths get absorbed better than others. Organic chemicals 
used in this sunscreen are photostable which means they do not break down when exposed to 
UV light.  
 
Moving on to inorganic chemicals in sunscreens. The most commonly used chemical is called 
avobenzone as opposed to organic chemicals this breaks down slowly over time which is why it 
is required to reapply your sunscreen often. This chemical has a very short time of protection 
when alone estimated to be between 30 minutes to an hour. In addition, it is not stable by itself.  
Meaning other chemicals need to be added in order to stabilize and increase the longevity of 
avobenzone. More additives also claim to make avobenzone-based sunscreen water-resistant 
however, this does not last very long and the time must be pasted on the bottle.  
 
 
All this talk of chemicals organic and inorganic makes people wonder, how safe are these 
sunscreens products. Now as it tends to be organic chemicals are safer than inorganic which 
intern means that physical sunscreen is the safer of the two options. Physical sunscreen's 
active ingredients are mineral-based and are the only two active ingredients that the FDA calls 
“absolutely safe and effective.” It also requires less sunscreen to protect as it sits on top of your 
skin meaning there is no risk of space between molecules after application. This however does 
not mean better protection is provided.  
 
Inorganic chemical sunscreen provides better protection however it is far less safe in 
comparison to organic chemical sunscreen. Avobenzone is made to absorb into your skin which 
means you need to apply a lot for it to be super effective. The problem is it does not go away 
once in your skin these chemicals can be found on your skin or in your blood weeks after no 
longer being used. This issue is even larger when discovered that too much avobenzone can be 
toxic which could happen from so much application. This chemical can also have negative 
reactions with chlorine which is used in pools turning it toxic. This is why physical organic 
chemical, mineral-based sunscreen is safer.  
 
No matter what kind of sunscreen you use it is important to keep your skin safe at all times and 
if you are in the position to choose try and pick a physical sunscreen. In order to have the safest 
possible skin this summer.   
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Nausea is a common 
symptom that is a common 
symptom that is frequently 
treated in my mother’s line of 
work. She is a doctor of 
palliative care. I interviewed 
her to understand more 
about this symptom, one of 
the two symptoms that she 
encounters most often. There 
are 3 main drugs that she 
outlined for me, 
prochlorperazine, 
haloperidol, and olanzapine. 
There is some controversy 
surrounding the use of 
haloperidol, which will be discussed later. Olanzapine is a newer drug that has some amazing 
side effects and has been used regularly. for patients going through chemotherapy. 
 

Firstly, I thought it would be best to introduce what palliative care is. Palliative care is a 
form of caregiving that optimizes the quality of life and mitigates suffering among people who 
have serious illnesses or are dying. Patients receive care symptoms, like nausea, as well as 
treatments to cure their illness. The reason that nausea is the topic of this article is because of 
the layers there are to treating it. Nausea is the feeling of uneasiness in the stomach and 
usually comes before vomiting. We’ve all felt it. It is a horrible feeling. In the kind of patients 
that my mother cares for, this is a serious symptom. She told me that at her medical school, she 

 Cleveland Clinic 
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and her fellow students were told to pick an anti-nausea medication and to learn how to dose 
it. Through her career though, she has realized that there is so much more to the treatment of 
nausea. You really must know how each medicine works and what is suppresses. What I mean 
by that is that you must know where the source of nausea is from. If the nausea is coming from 
irritation of the gastro-intestinal tract, then she would be using medications that would block 
the chemical, or neurotransmitter, that tells the brain that nausea needs to be felt in the body. 
Another common reason for nausea is comes from the chemical composition of the blood 
becoming unbalanced from what is usual. This then irritates a part of the brain called the 
Chemoreceptor Trigger Zone (CTZ). When the CTZ is irritated, the neurotransmitter, dopamine, 
is released, and therefore the medication that you want to you is a medication that blocks 
dopamine. This is where we get to two main medicines used and the controversy surrounding 
them. 

 
 The two medicines are prochlorperazine, C20H24CIN3S, and haloperidol, C21H23CIFNO2. 
They both are anti-nausea medications, and both have very similar chemical structures. Firstly 
prochlorperazine. Prochlorperazine’s main action is to block dopamine. Dopamine is the 
neurotransmitter which is released when the CTZ is irritated, so you would use 

prochlorperazine to treat the instance where 
the CTZ has been irritated and nausea is a 
symptom. Haloperidol is also a dopamine 
blocker and can be used to treat nausea from 
CTZ irritation. There is an upside to one of 
them, haloperidol. Haloperidol has fewer side 
effects than prochlorperazine. There is less 
sedation and less confusion that follows 
taking haloperidol. There is also controversy 
with haloperidol though. Haloperidol is more 
known for treating schizophrenia and bipolar. 
There is stigma attached to haloperidol, and 
patients don’t want to take it because of it. 
My mother says that when she has parents 
that are reluctant to use haloperidol, “I’ll ask 
them if they are comfortable with 
prochlorperazine. They almost always say yes 

and then I tell them that haloperidol’s chemical structure only differs by only a few molecules. 
They are usually very surprised to hear this.” Because of the lessened side effects, my mother 
said that she uses haloperidol more than prochlorperazine by a long shot. Haloperidol has been 
around for decades now, and new drugs have come about, and this takes us to our next and 
final drug, olanzapine. 
 

In recent years there have been a group of medicines developed that are considered to 
be the next generation of haloperidol, olanzapine, which has been using quite a lot to treat 
nausea. Olanzapine, like haloperidol, has also been used to treat schizophrenia and bipolar. 
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There are more added benefits of olanzapine that haloperidol doesn’t have. Olanzapine 
stimulates appetite. Now this may not sound like much, or it may not sound helpful, but in the 
population that my mother treats, this is extremely helpful. Patients can have a reduced 
appetite from cancer, chemotherapy, or other diseases and the implored nutrition is helpful. A 
recent study from the Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA), showed the 
effectiveness of olanzapine. For 7 days, patients with advanced cancer who had persistent 
nausea/vomiting without having had chemotherapy or radiotherapy in the prior 14 days, where 
either given a placebo or olanzapine. Baseline median nausea scores, in all patients, were 9 out 
of 10 (10 worst and 0 best). After 1 day and 1 week, the median nausea scores in the placebo 
arm were 9 out of 10 on both days, compared with the olanzapine arm scores of 2 out of 10 
after day 1 and 1 out of 10 after 1 week. This study proved the effectiveness of olanzapine and 
olanzapine has become a standard for patients receiving chemotherapy. This positive outcome 
is amazing, as it provides a new and effective medicine for physicians, and it provides them 
backing if patients don’t want to take the medicine because of the stigma attached. 
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3 Steps to
Skincare
Success!

Sodium Laurel Sulfate, commonly found in cleansers.
Sls Png. (2011). https://labmuffin.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/12/SLS.png. 
photograph. Retrieved May 24, 2022. 
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The chemistry behind 
effective products
By Ilaria Fazzolari

Every teenager can understand the dilemma of waking
up with a monstrous zit on school Photo Day. Dealing
with  busy  school days brings about stress acne, and
spending all day sweating in a stuffy blazer creates
problematically oily skin. We’re all told that taking care
of our skin will be the solution to these problems, but
with such a large variety of skincare products out there,
creating the perfect skincare routine can be incredibly
daunting. A basic, effective skincare routine includes a
cleanser, serum (to target specific skincare issues), and
a moisturizer. Today we will go through the chemistry
behind what makes a good skincare routine that
actually works, and hopefully demystify some
complicated skincare terms. 

Face wash is made up of “alkaline soaps or the less
barrier-damaging synthetic detergents, known as
syndets,” (Draelos 2017). Syndets are better than the
average soap because they have a flexible formulation
process and can choose from a larger variety of
potential ingredients. They also have less of a skin
irritation or dryness risk, as they are not as susceptible
to reactions with metal ions which would cause
denaturing of important proteins. 

We can connect washing our oily faces to polarity and the
concept of like-dissolves-like. The best way to ensure your
face is truly clean is to double cleanse, once with an oil-
based cleanser and once with a regular foaming cleanser.
The oil-based cleanser is non-polar. So given the like- -
dissolving-like concept, it will emulsify and attract the
excess oil and/or makeup on your face. Following with a
soapy face wash, known as surfactant, removes the non-
polar oil off your face, and any remaining dirt, into the
polar water/soap solution. 

Let's start at the top: Wash. Your. Face. 

Now that your face is totally clean and dry comes
the most personalized part of the skincare routine:
choosing a targeted serum! 

Photo : Ilaria Fazzolari

Some of the most popular serums are acids such as
hyaluronic acid (HA), a naturally occurring molecule
found in the body with the important ability of retaining
nearly 1000 times its weight in water. HA is a
glycosaminoglycan or chemical with an extremely polar
nature due to its efficient capacity to hold water. HA is
applied onto the skin but “exists within the epidermis
between cells and mainly within the dermis” (Ingraham,
2017) where it regulates water transport and content in
the skin. 
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02. The second group is called humectants, and their
goal is to attract water to the skin. One example is
glycerin. Humectants work better than occlusive
agents, with irritation the only side effect, if they’re
present in too high of a concentrated moisturizer. 

Finally, we have emollients that smooth the skin by
filling spaces in between skin flakes with oil.
Examples of emollients include long-chain saturated
and medium-chain unsaturated fatty acids which
benefit the skin barrier and its overall permeability.
Emollients are not considered occlusive only if used
in excess. If you have extremely dry skin, applying an
emollient moisturizer followed by a thin layer of
occlusive moisturizer, such as Vaseline, provides an
extra physical moisture barrier sealing the beneficial
ingredients into your skin. 

01.
There are three groups of chemical compounds that
make up most moisturizers. First, we have occlusive
agents that use hydrophobic ingredients to form a
non-permeable barrier over the skin to prevent
water loss. These include Vaseline or petroleum jelly
which is composed of a mix of hydrocarbons
containing 25 or more carbon atoms; however, they
are generally greasier and shouldn’t be used as a
regular moisturizer. 

HA cannot deeply penetrate the skin due to its
molecular size. However, using HA regularly
increases its content in the skin which is
important, as HA is lost with age. The lifecycle of
HA is very short “30-50% of it is broken down
every 24 hours as part of the normal, natural
turnover of the skin” (Ingraham, 2017). The
enzyme Hyaluronidase breaks down the HA in our
skin. HA levels decrease naturally over time, and
sun damage also contributes to the overall loss of
HA. Hyaluronidase levels stay the same all your
life, therefore adding an HA serum into your
skincare routine is a great way to ensure your
deeper skin layers are adequately moisturized.
HA serums can also help reduce redness and the
visible appearance of acne without causing
additional breakouts. 

Hyaluronic Acid, commonly found in hydrating serums.
Hyaluornic Acid Png. (2016). https://labmuffin.com/wp- 
content/uploads/2016/08/hyaluronic-acid.png. photograph. Retrieved May 24, 2022. 

Photo: Ilaria Fazzolari

03.

Just like that, we’re onto the last step of our three-step
skincare journey: sealing all the good ingredients in, and
bringing the moisture back into our skin with moisturizer. 
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To recap, all we need to remember is to find a gentle oil-based and soap syndet cleanser, use a specified serum like the
universally loved hydrating, acne-minimizing hyaluronic acid, and seal all the goodness in with an emollient moisturizer.
Understanding how these important ingredients work and the chemistry behind their composition provide you with the
confidence to discover your own 3-step routine that works perfectly for you!
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See, skincare isn’t all that confusing, right? 
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Before we go to sleep and first thing when we
wake up, we should be keeping a routine
skin/face care routine. The recommended
amount of times to wash your face per day is
twice, but don't take it from me, take it from
Saya Obayah who is an M.D., a board-certified
dermatologist located in Austin, Texas. She says
"You should wash your face both morning and
night because the skin creates sebum and oil
throughout the day,” People use these
prevalent things such as shampoo, soap, lotion
and deodorant, yet they rarely think about
what goes into making them. Cosmetic
chemists help develop most bathroom
countertop products such as skin, face, and hair
products. Obviously, there are many chemical
principles involved with the making of these
products.  For example, oil-soluble ingredients
in lotion prevent moisture from escaping
through the skin. Hair conditioner uses
positively-charged, water-soluble moisturizing
agents, which then bind to damaged hair
through electrostatic forces. The pH and
viscosity are also very important factors to
consider. Products that are too acidic or too
basic will cause irritation to your skin or body
(depending on where used), and a too-thick
product will not be easy to spread across the
skin.

My Usage and Experience with salicylic Acid 

I never really took skin care and cleanliness too
seriously. This is until I started to see acne break-
outs on random parts of my body like
underneath my arms and top portions of the
back. I was recomended by a dermotologist to
buy a salicylic acid cream. This was recomended
to me because my skin wasn't too dry, some
people cannot use this acid because of the side
effects of over-usage it causes, such as irritation,
redness, peeling, etc. This product should be
slowly introduced to your body by using a
salicylic based product every other day gradually
untill you are able to use it every day based on
your needs. I started with the recommended
usage and quickly figured out it helps my skin
clear up and it removes black and white heads.
Bonus, it also helped with my dandruff. 

What are some components in the making of Skin
Care? 

Salicylic Acid is very commonly used in the making of
pharmaceutical products.  

What is Salicylic Acid?
 Salicylic acid is derived from willow bark, it belongs to
a class of ingredients called salicylates. Salicylic Acid
IUPAC 2-Hydroxybenzoic acid. It is an acid used in the
medical field to help remove the outer layer of skin.
Because of this function, it is used to heal warts, acne,
skin tags, dandruff and many more outer layer skin
diseases.  Dermatologist and Chemist Randy Schueller
says "When it comes to skin-care products, there are
two classes of acids you'll see often: beta hydroxy acids
(BHAs) and alpha hydroxy acids (AHAs). Salicylic acid is
a beta hydroxy acid, this means the hydroxy part of the
molecule is separated from the acid part by two
carbon atoms, as opposed to an alpha hydroxy acid
where they're separated by one carbon atom." The
structure of this acid is important because it makes
salicylic acid more oil-soluble so it can penetrate into
the pores of the skin. Salicylic acid can get deep into
your skin by breaking that first layer of skin to do its
job. This quality is precisely what makes it such a great
ingredient for targeting acne, especially for blackheads
and whiteheads. Once the acid penetrates the skin, it
can dissolve skin debris that clogs pores, it also acts as
an anti-inflammatory, and also helps red, inflamed
pimples go away faster. Salicylic acid can penetrate
the skin so deeply that it actually breaks down the
connections between skin cells. Once it has penetrated
the skin, the acid part of the molecule can dissolve
some of the intracellular glue that holds skin cells
together. 
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There are multiple different
acids that help with skincare
and acne control. Glycolic
Acid - 2-Hydroxyethanoic
acid, is a well-known acid
that helps to peel the skin
with acne. When applied to
the skin, glycolic acid works
to break the bonds of the
outermost skin layer
including dead skin cells to
create a peeling effect to
make the skin appear more
clear and more smooth.
Glycolic acid can also affect
the outer skin barrier,
helping it retain moisture
instead of drying your skin  

out. This is an advantage for
acne-prone skin, because
many other topical anti-acne
agents, like salicylic acid and
benzoyl peroxide, are drying.
There are so many different
acids and so much chemistry
present in skincare products.
There is one more final acid
that is involved with
chemistry in skincare
products. It goes by the
name of Lactic acid. 2-
Hydroxypropanoic acid. Most
of these acids involved with
skin care do mostly the same
thing to open up pores and
clear dead skin cells. 

Lactic acid does just that, it
increases cell turnover and helps
eliminate accumulated dead skin
cells on the outer layer of skin
(epidermis). When using lactic acid
in 12% concentrations, the skin gets
firmer and thicker. Because of this
result, there is an overall smoother
appearance and fewer fine lines
and deep wrinkles. There is
basically chemistry in everything
you can think of, fragrance, food
colouring, salts, and obviously
skincare products. Maybe now you
can reap the benefits of the
chemistry that works miracles on
your face before big events or
gatherings.

A C I D S  H E L P  W I T H
S K I N  C A R E  P R O D U C T S
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History Time 
Where’d it start? 
 
Pesticides, which are commonly 
defined as any substance or organism 
that is prepared or used for 
controlling any pest, has been around 
for approximately 4,500 years. The 
Sumerians would use it to help 
control lots of insects and mites, 
which led to the Chinese using 
insecticides 3,200 years ago, and by 
2,500 years ago had adapted to fully 
using pesticides to avoid attacks on 
their crops. The Greeks and Romans 
as well were able to take advantage of 
these discoveries, as they would use 
things such a mosquito nets, sticky 
bands on trees, and pesticidal spray. 
While the Chinese continued to 
develop their studies with pesticides, 
the Romans were starting to go back 
to relying on religious beliefs instead 
of new discoveries, especially after 
the fall of the Roman Empire. 
However, the renaissance sparked a 
light back into the new world for the 
people of Rome, many got re-
involved with science and began 
experimenting and using natural 
pesticides once again which sparked 
an agricultural revolution in Europe, 
which although brought lots of 
prosperity led to some of the worst 
agricultural disasters in history. The 
potato blight in Ireland, England and 
Belgium, the outbreak of fungus leaf 
spot disease in coffee, and the grape 
phylloxera, which almost destroyed 
the wine industry in France. After 
these events it was clear that there 
was a necessary push needed to 
further advance pest control. In the 
19th century they started making 
serious advancements and by the 
second world war pesticides had 
been fully revolutionized. This would 
lead to many new chemicals being 
screened for insecticidal properties, 
and many new breakthroughs in the 
modern age. 

 

 

 

Pesticides have affected millions of farmers around the world  

 

Albert Abraham  
 

What’s Wrong? 
Why is there so much backlash?  

Pesticides are used to help farmers 
deal with insects that can sometimes 
destroy their crops. However, lots of 
discussion has been brought up 
regarding potential effects of having 
pesticides sprayed on crops that are 
then provided to people. Pesticides 
are meant to kill insects that could 
invade crops; yet; those same 
pesticides created to kill bugs are then 
ingested by people, as we are provided 
with food from these crops, which has 
sparked many questions from many 
troubled people. Although many 
organic foods do not use chemical 
pesticides (instead resorting to natural 
resources to use as a substitute to 
pesticides) many farmers who cannot 
afford different means other than 
pesticides. You might be wondering, 
“why is there so much fear towards 
pesticides.” Through many studies it 
has been determined that pesticides 
have been linked to many serious 
conditions including cancer, 
Alzheimer’s disease, ADHD, and 
even in some serious cases can lead to 
birth defects. Although many people 
might think washing their fruit or 
vegetables make it ok, if you are eating 
non-organic fruit or vegetable there is 
a very high  

chance that it still has residue of pesticides 
whether it leaked into the product or is still 
on the outside. Pesticides once in your 
digestive system, are stored in your colon 
and slowly start to poison your body which 
can lead to many of the earlier stated 
conditions. On top of that pesticides are 
detrimental to our environment. It is very 
common that pesticides that are sprayed 
will either contaminate the air by turning 
into vapor and travelling through the air 
affecting many animals, or much more 
seriously, when sprayed can make their way 
into a water source which many people and 
animals may rely on. bdhdhd 
hdhdhdhdhdhd dhdhhdhdhdhd 
dhdhdhdhdhd dhdhdhdhdhdh dhdhdhdh 
dhdhdhdhd dhdhdhdhhd dhdhdhdhdh 
dhdhdhdhd dhdhdhdhd dhdhdhdhdh 
dhdhdhdhd dfhdhdhdhdh dhdhdhdh 
dhdhdhdh dhdhdhdhdh dhdhdhdhdhd 
dhdhhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh  
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Pesticides have been revolutionzied so much so that they 
are used in every day life. 

 

 

Background 
h 

Issues 
The latest updates 

Chemicides 

The latest updates 

Albert Abraham Mirjam Nilsson Mirjam Nilsson 

What are Pesticides? Where did they 
come from? Why do we need them? 
Find out all of this and more on Page 1  
Page 1 section 1 

Although you may think pesticides are 
good, there are many issues that the 
average person might not be aware of. 
Be sure to check it out on page 1  
Page 1 section 2 

Interested in how chemistry plays a role 
in all of this. Be sure to check out the 
segment on page 2 regarding how 
chemistry is used to help create 
pesticides 
Page 2  
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Chemicides! 
Where does chemistry come in?  

Many pesticides can be grouped into 4 
types, insecticides, herbicides, 
rodenticides, and fungicides. These can 
then be separated into chemical families, 
including organochlorines, 
organophosphates, and carbamates. The 
very first pesticides compounds were 
documented to be made up of elements 
such as sulfur, heavy metals, and salt. 
Through these compounds people were 
able to make the first known pesticides, 
some of the earliest examples being lime 
sulfur used to help destroy lice, sulfur 
dioxide was used to help inhibit the 
respiration of insects and small pests. 
Since then, the use of elements to aid in 
pesticides is still very common, including 
using sulfur as it has become the anchor to 
pest control. Metals were originally used 
to their high toxicity rate; Arsenic was one 
of the most common and is still  

commonly used today as a spray on wood 
to help avoid insects digging holes and 
inhabiting it. As well, natural Mercury was 
found to be helpful, as alike Arsenic it had 
a high affinity which allowed it to disrupt 
biological and enzymatic processes. Later, 
through history we can see many new 
organochloride compounds being used to 
create new pesticides, such as BHC 
(Benzene hexachloride) which was found 
in 1825 and DDT 
(Dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane) found 
as well in 1825, however many properties 
of both of these compounds were not fully 
discovered or used till 1939 by Muller 
who actually ended up winning a noble 
prize for it. This sparked many new 
compounds being based around the 
original two, but through the 1980s-1990s, 
the introduction of neonicotinoids which 
are neuro-active insecticides started to  

takeover, and one of them, Imidacloprid, 
became the face of pesticides among the 
world. All these new, exciting, thrilling 
discoveries, started from simply using sulfur 
and heavy metals, all the way to genetically 
modified organisms. 
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Lethal
Beauty

Page 1

Written by Ruth McDonald 

Long and luscious lashes, red lips,
darkened and thick eyebrows. All can be
achieved with a few strokes of a brush and
some powder. However, unbeknownst to
the wearer, they have just plastered a toxic
cocktail of poisonous chemicals onto their
skin, and the result is more than just a
pretty face.

On average teenagers use approximately 17
skin care products a day. According to a 2016
study by the Environmental Working Group
(EWG), women apply around 168 chemicals
to their face daily (Brar, 2020). Recently,
through research and experimental studies,
scientists have determined that a significant
portion of the chemicals that we apply to our
skins daily, are actually harmful and even
poisonous! Beauty and personal care
products, from deodorant and lipstick to hair
dye and nail polish and a variety of other
cosmetic products from across the bathroom
sink contain toxic chemical compounds in
them. Brands such as L’Oréal, Covergirl,
Chanel and more have all been flagged due to
toxic ingredients. 

Scientists have identified 12 toxic
chemical compounds, colloquially named
the “Dirty Dozen,” (Suzuki Foundation,
2010), commonly found in cosmetic
products. Some of the “Dirty Dozen”
include the following, but are not limited
to:

The ingredients used in the cosmetic
industry aren't so pretty.  Despite the lack of regulations in the cosmetic industry,

millions of people world wide include make-up in their daily
routine.

Source: TheHealthy.com

Cruel Cosmetics  
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Did you know, that according to a
U.S study, 1 in 8 of the 82,000

ingredients used in cosmetics are
classified as industrial chemicals!

These compounds include
carcinogens (cancer-causing

compounds), pesticides (used to kill
insects,) reproductive toxins,

hormone disrupters, plasticizers
(used to keep concrete soft),

degreasers (used to remove oil and
grease,) and surfactants (used in

paint)! 
 

01.

Dangerous makeup dates back to the roots of
civilization. The ancient Egyptian’s infamous winged
eyeliner was achieved through a paste of heavy
metal compounds such as malachite and lead. The
Greco-Roman culture further developed make-up
routines by introducing an arsenic-based white face
paste to define the pallor of their skin. Today,
harmful heavy metals ingredients in the make-up
industry have been replaced by other lethal
chemicals, such as carcinogens. Carcinogens are
cancer-causing chemical substances. Substances
commonly found in cosmetics, such as coal tar dyes,
DEAs, and formaldehyde-releasing preservatives are
all known human carcinogens. Furthermore, other
common cosmetic ingredients, such as BHA and
BHT have been known to negatively affect test
animals, causing liver, kidney and lung damage as
well interfere with blood clotting. Even still,
ingredients like DPB, (found in almost all nail
products) is classified as a mutagen, as it is known to
cause genetic mutations. DBP, as well as synthetic
parabens- both substances that are easily soluble
and absorbable through the skin- are hormone
disputers; chemical compounds which mimic, block,
or interfere with the bodily production of hormones. 

One would think with all the dangerous- even
lethal- chemical ingredients found in our
cosmetics, regulations would be strict and rigid.
However, reality is grimly contrary. Other
countries and states, such as the European
Union, have taken steps to band most of these
harmful chemicals; however, Canada and the
U.S. are sorely lacking. Despite having national
agencies such as the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) which operates in the U.S.
and governmental acts such as the Food and
Drugs Act and Cosmetic Regulations Act  (Health
Canada, 2018), enacted in Canada, in the cases
of most of the chemicals listed above, North
America has placed little to no restrictions on
them. Even still, the restrictions in place are not
enough, as certain ingredients are frequently
used, leading to a build-up on the wearers skin.
According to the documentary, “Toxic Beauty,”
as of 2020, the United States had not enacted
new personal care laws since the 1930s, leaving
the cosmetic industry to regulate itself.
Although some brands have put company
policies in place, others resolve to
misrepresenting their products and continuing
to include harmful chemicals as ingredients.

High concentrations of these chemical
compounds can negatively affect the body’s
endocrine system and natural homeostasis. In
the long run, hormone imbalances or
disruptions can cause fertility issues in both
men and women. Once absorbed through the
skin and into the bloodstream, these harmful
chemicals begin the process of bioaccumulation.
As toxins build up and circulate in high
concentrations within the body, some of the
more serious side effects begin to display as
degradation of the body’s internal systems
commences.

Rules and Regulations

Beauty throughout the Ages
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For a women-targeted industry, the cosmetic field is
lacking a motherly touch, as it is failing to protect the
health and safety of its consumers. Instead, consumers
must resort to protecting themselves. Reading labels,
petitioning for more rigid ingredient regulations, lobbying
harmful brands, and switching to cleaner, more natural
based skin care products are all ways that you can raise
awareness about this issue and help regulate the
chemicals that will enter your body.  

Sources:

Switching to clean, natural based skin care products is
one of the ways you can regulate the chemicals that enter

your body.

Source: missmalini.com
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Plants n'
Pigments
Photosynthetic Pigments
Written by Hannah Bowman

When a pigment absorbs light, it becomes
excited and is not in its normal state, or
ground state. As the photon is absorbed
into the molecule, it may cause an electron
to jump up into the next energy level (or
orbital). Only a photon with just the right
amount of energy is able to make an
electron jump between orbitals, exciting
the pigment. However, pigments cannot
absorb all wavelengths of light because of
the different energy gaps between the
orbitals. Each pigment has a different
energy gap, meaning that only photons of
a specific wavelength will match the energy
gap, exciting the pigment. The set of
wavelengths absorbed by a pigment is
called its absorbance spectrum. 

How do they capture light?

What are photosynthetic pigments?
Pigment is a general term used to describe
a molecule that absorbs light and has a
colour. Widely, pigments are used to
provide lush colours to our everyday life.
They can be used in foods, fabrics,
cosmetics and paints – usually to appease
the eye. However, pigments are also an
essential part of life. Photosynthetic
pigments are “the only pigments that have
the ability to absorb energy from sunlight
and make it available to the
photosynthetic apparatus” (Plant & Soil
Sciences eLibrary, 2022).

Essentially, these pigments are specially
designed to capture light so that plants
can perform photosynthesis and maintain
their activities. Photosynthetic pigments
can be split into three main categories; the
most famous of these is chlorophyll, but
there is also carotenoid and phycobilin. 

Chlorophyll within chloroplasts in plant cells. 

Chlorophyll. National Geographic Society. (n.d.). Retrieved May 24, 2022,
from https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/chlorophyll/ 
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An absorbance spectrum for the photosynthetic pigments. 

Photosynthetic pigments. (n.d.). Retrieved May 24, 2022, from
https://www.simply.science/images/content/biology/cell_biology/photosy
nthesis/conceptmap/Photosynthetic_pigments.html 

Moreover, this excitement and interaction of light
with molecules occurs through conjugated
double bonds, where double bonds are present
between alternate pairs of carbon atoms. These
bonds are able to absorb the energy from
photons through the transfer of energy in the
electrons in the conjugated double bonds.
Chlorophylls, carotenoid and phycobilin all
contain this structure in their molecules.
Carotenoids have a linear system on the double
bonds, chlorophyll have a zig-zag of bonds in the
large ring structure, and there is a range of
conjugated double bonds within phycobilin,
where the greater number of double bonds
results in increased absorption. The structure of
these molecules allows electrons to move more
freely, giving them the ability to gain or lose
electrons easily.

Chlorophyll is the primary structure through
which light is captured for land plants; it is
known for its green colour. When white
sunlight falls upon chlorophyll, the green
light, with a wavelength between 500-600
nm is not absorbed but reflected, making
them appear green. Chlorophyll have the
ability to absorb red and blue photons. On
the light spectrum, this is photons with the
energy from 640-700 nm (red) and from
430-475 nm (blue). 

 Additionally, there are also different forms
of Chlorophyll which are able to absorb
slightly different wavelengths of light. These
include chlorophyll (chl) a and chl b, the two
main types, as well as chl c, chl d, and
bacteriochlorophyll. The colour of chl a “in
reflected light […] shows blood red color
while in transmitted light, it shows blue
green light,” whereas chl b “appears dull
brown in reflected light and yellowish green
color in transmitted light” (Bioscience Notes,
2018). The difference in their structure
allows chl a and chl b to absorb different
colours. Chl a has a methyl group in the
third position within the chlorine ring,
whereas chl b contains an aldehyde
attached to the chlorine ring in the third
position. 

Furthermore, chlorophyll a are considered
to be the primary structure for light
absorption because “all photosynthetic
plants, algae, and cyanobacteria contain
chlorophyll a, whereas only plants and
green algae contain chlorophyll b,” meaning
that they are used most often for
photosynthesis. Any pigments used in
addition to chlorophyll a are known as
accessory pigments, including other forms
of chlorophyll, carotenoids and phycobilin. 

What is a chlorophyll?
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What is a carotenoid?

Carotenoids are another common
photosynthetic pigment composed of
repeating, branched five-carbon units. They
mostly absorb the blue area of the light
spectrum (400-500 nm) and appear to be
yellow or orange, colours not absorbed by
chlorophyll. As an accessory pigment,
carotenoids mainly function to get rid of excess
light energy by absorbing the excess energy
and dissipate it as heat. Carotenoids can be
split into carotenes, which are orange in colour,
and xanthophyll, which are yellow in colour. 

What is a phycobilin?

Green algae and red algae uses phycobilin as
their light-harvesting pigments since
chlorophyll is fairly ineffective in their
environment. Phycobilin are composed of a
tetrapyrrole unit that forms an open chain.
There are two forms of phycobilin: phycocyanin
and phycoerythrin. Phycocyanin is a blueish
pigment which give cyanobacteria their name.
Phycoerythrin is a red pigment, giving
Rhodophyta its common name, red algae.
Moreover, phycobilin is unique because it is not
found within the thylakoid of a chloroplast;
instead, phycobilin is held in the cytoplasm or
stroma of a chloroplast. 

How else can photosynthetic pigments be
used?

Phycobilin have been used as research tool due
to their ability to fluoresce at particular
wavelengths. It is “when they are exposed to
strong light, they absorb the light energy, and
release it by emitting light of a very narrow range
of wavelengths” (UCMP Berkely, 2022). The light
produced is so distinct and reliable that
phycobilin can be used as a “chemical tag.”  The
pigment can be chemically bonded to antibodies,
put into a solution of cells, and then identified
based on which cells have the “tag.” This
technique has found extensive use in cancer
research, for “tagging” tumors. 

References:
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Radioactivity

Radiation accompanies man in everyday life. As a natural radiation, it occurs practically
everywhere; in the air, water, soil and rocks. The discovery of natural radioactivity caused a real
revolution in science and a breakthrough in the understanding of the universe. Due to its
numerous applications, this discovery has had a great impact on the history and life of mankind.

The phenomenon of radioactivity is the spontaneous decay of nuclei combined with the
emission of alpha and beta particles and gamma radiation. It is measured on the becquerel scale,
after the French physicist H. A. Becquerel who discovered radioactivity in 1896.

Maria Curie-Skłodowska and Pierre Curie were the first researchers who studied
radioactivity in more detail.      They found that the transformation of the nucleus is not
influenced by external factors such as temperature, magnetic field or the concentration of
radioactive material. They also discovered the radioactivity of uranium and thorium, as well as
the elements of polonium and radium. This discovery gave rise to natural radioactivity associated
with about 60 radioactive isotopes naturally occurring in the Earth's environment.

Research on the so-called artificial radioactivity began on radioactive isotopes that appear
on Earth only as a result of human activity. Due to the
variety of properties, i.e., type of radiation, radiation
energy, half-life time, mass of emitted particles etc.,
artificially obtained radioactive substances are used much
more widely than natural radioactive substances. The
discovery of artificial radioactivity makes possible the
transformation of some chemical elements into another.

The wide possibilities of using radioactivity began
its widespread use both in positive and harmful ways.

One of the most common applications of
radioactivity are in medicine. The important achievement
of the X-ray technique is in computed tomography. The computer takes a series of photos in
different planes and places and at different angles, which allows to obtain a layered image
showing very accurate even small lesions. Other application of radiation in medicine is in
radiation therapy which is used in the treatment of cancers, especially melanoma. Radioactive
isotopes have become extremely beneficial in nuclear medicine to diagnose and treat various
ailments e.g., iodine 131 isotope is used to treat the thyroid gland. The diagnostic use of
radioactive isotopes is based on the placement of radioactive material in the organs or tissues of
our body and then monitoring the radiation with detectors, located next to the examined organs.
Thanks to this method, lesions are detected earlier and completely eliminated.

Food irradiation is another well-known technique where radioactivity has been
successfully utilized. It is used to prolong the food shelf life. The radiation-preserved food is not
harmful or radioactive, but radiation causes some chemical changes in the food. The extent of the
change depends on the dose of radiation, temperature, product content, and access to light and
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oxygen during irradiation. As a result of ionizing radiation, free
radicals are formed and the composition of vitamins A, B1, C and E
is reduced by 20-60%. The same changes occur in food during
thermal processing or its long-term accumulation.

Cobalt-60 irradiation facility

Radiation and nuclear techniques found their application in various
branches of industry and in our everyday activities like microwave
ovens to heat food. With tthe radioactive 1H hydrogen, called
tritium, can track the migration of groundwater, which is important
in mining. The 14C carbon isotope is used as an archaeological
clock, to determine the age of the finds. This technique is used in
mining, archeology and geology to accurately specify the age of

analyzed rocks or minerals, or the age of the remains of living organisms.  Radiation is used in
the modification of polymers, materials and semiconductor devices, for dyeing fabrics, glass and
even natural stones.    It is applied in agriculture, in searching for water sources, discovering and
eliminating environmental contamination. Ionizing radiation can change the chemical structure
of substances, build very sensitive smoke detectors, analyze the pollution of lakes, water
reservoirs and groundwater.

An important benefit of radioactivity is the possibility of generating energy from nuclear
reactions. The energy is obtained from the fission of heavy element nuclei, mainly uranium 235,
in nuclear power plants. The plants pollute the environment the least, and the costs of energy
generation are low. This method of producing energy has become important in the
energy-consuming economy.

Although radioactivity has many positive effects, it also has many negative effects.
Radioactive elements have a negative effect on organisms, including humans. Leukemia,
cataracts, and radiation sickness can occur when the body absorbs high doses of radiation.
Accidents in nuclear power plants can cause disasters, e.g., the Chernobyl explosion in 1986
caused the death of thousands of people and tens of thousands suffered from radiation sickness.
The wide possibilities of exploiting radioactivity started its widespread use.

It is worth mentioning that the worst misuse of radioactivity is in atomic bombs. During
an explosion, a huge shock wave of great impact creates a great destruction and releases a lot of
radiation killing thousands of people. Those who receive high doses of radiation suffer from
radiation sickness for many years. The disposal of radioactive waste also carries the risk of
environmental contamination.

There are many beneficial applications of radioactivity that save people's lives and make
them easier, however, it also has many harmful side effects. It should also be said that
radioactivity used rationally, for peaceful purposes and with the use of security measures, is
something positive and it is only up to people whether they will experience moments of glory
more often or leave a shadow on the history of mankind.
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 The production of

 synthetic foods is a 
growing   business. Do you 

believe that maybe one 

day “fake food” will one 
day change how we eat 

completely?  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

he future of food might be here. You 

might have heard of the immense hype 

around the Beyond Meat foods sold by 

many companies like A&W,  

 

It’s so convincing that if you gave a person who 

doesn’t know anything about these synthetic 

foods an “Impossible Burger”, you could 

probably fool them if you told them that it was 

real meat. They most likely would not suspect a 

thing, as the plant-based synthetic foods that 

food scientists are making these days have 

perfected it to act, look, and taste exactly like 

your average ground beef patty and other foods.  

 

Costco, McDonald’s, and other participating food 

chains, from plant-based vegan chicken nuggets 

to “fishless sticks” making its way into food 

companies, it all sounds pretty ridiculous how we 

can now turn to plants and chemistry in order to 

help us create or replicate not only animal meat, 

but various other foods too.  
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Synthetic Foods: Tricking the Senses  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Synthetic foods are not 

natural, but they are made in 

a lab by scientists. 

Fundamentally, today’s 

modern organic chemistry 

permits the synthesis of 

food substance from 

chemical elements. They are 

chemically synthesized and 

produced by new 

technological methods so 

that they can take on the 

appearance, odor and taste 

of the normal everyday 

foods that we eat, basically 

an imitation. It’s kind of 

crazy that we humans are 

now able to manipulate the 

way we make food because 

there are actually tons of 

ingredients that can be used 

to make synthetic foods like 

carbohydrates, proteins, 

fats, minerals, vitamins, cells, 

minor/trace elements, all of 

which include soybeans, 

sunflower seeds, sesame, 

casein (slow-digesting dairy 

protein found in mammalian 

milk), and other aquatic 

sources. Micro-organisms 

like yeast (a fungal species) 

is one of the most promising 

and top candidates for 

making synthetic foods. It 

has so much potential and 

useability because of its 

rapid growth rate, versatile 

ability to grow on different 

mediums such as sugar and 

other non-food mediums, 

and it only needs few 

resources in order to survive. 

Yeast can be used for a 

fermentation process in 

order to create desired 

proteins for synthetic foods 

as one of the ingredients. 

Yeast basically works as a 

factory that mass-produces 

the certain protein. Other 

micro-organisms to produce 

the desired proteins could 

be cells from either insects 

or mammals, and even E-Coli 

can be used. 

One of the biggest, if not, the biggest companies to produce synthetic foods is the company 

called, “Beyond Meat” and according to their website, their ingredients use beans, potatoes, 

brown rice, and other minerals, all of which do not contain any GMOs (genetically modified 

organisms). This lack of GMOs stems from the fact that protein, fats, minerals, carbohydrates, and 

water are the five essential building blocks of meat. They use heating, cooling, and pressure for the 

texture and then they mix the fats, minerals, carbohydrates, fruits and vegetables colors and 

flavours to give it that realistic meat- 
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The Future of The Way We Will Eat  

Steak Made from A Printer?? 

A big gamechanger that has 

been introduced to the 

synthesized foods category 

is the invention of 3D-

printing meat. Who thought 

that there would be a time 

where we would be making 

a whole steak that’s not 

even an actual steak using a 

3D printer? Well, you better 

believe it, because an Israeli 

start-up called “Redefine 

Meat” definitely redefined 

what meat is to us now. The 

“meat” that they make is 

produced by using real 

muscle and fat cells taken 

from animals and chemically 

woven together, as well as 

plant-based ingredients like 

beetroot, chickpeas, pea 

protein, and coconut fat. 

The research and 

development team over at 

Redefine Meat even 

developed an artificial 

intelligence in order to 

replicate the appearance of 

actual meat. 

"We call it actually additive 

manufacturing, where you 

build the product layer by 

layer. That enables us to 

control the fibre structure to 

trap fat and moisture within 

the fibres and to create a 

food product that is man-

made, the one that you're 

eating today, which is the 

closest thing to the 

biological meat that we're 

used to eat. And when you 

see it, it looks like meat, 

when you put it in your 

mouth, it feels like meat and 

your brain associates it with 

meat," says Eschar Ben-

Shitrit, CEO of Redefine 

Meat. 

 

 

Food From Thin Air: Magic?

 

If you thought  that 3D printing synthetic steak using plant-based ingredients 

was pretty cool, then how about making synthetic food out of thin air? 

Literally. This project is an initiative by a Finnish company collaborating with the 

European Space Agency (ESA) called, “Solar Foods”. The main goal of their 

company is this one miracle protein called Solein. This protein was inspired by 

the work that NASA did between the 60s and 70’s, where astronauts in space 

looked how to produce carbohydrates (sugar molecules) using different ways. 

 

The process was that they used electrolysis (using electricity to split water and 

hydrogen and gain them individually) as well as using carbon dioxide exhaled 

by the crew to produce methane, which can be turned into formaldehyde by 

partial oxidation with oxygen that forms sugars and glycerol. The inspired 

protein Solein uses this similar process and can be super sustainable because it 

only requires air, water, electricity, and help from bacteria that can digest the 

hydrogen gas produced from the electrolysis and CO2 captured which can 

transform it into edible synthetic food. 

Formaldehyde 

 

 

 

Methane 
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Glycerol: Lewis 

and Organic 

structure 

 

 

Sugar Structure 

Example: Sucrose 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

The Impact, Ethics, and Health: Pros Vs. Cons 

While some consumers are 
intrigued by the wow factor 
of synthetic or cellular foods, 
others are concerned about 
nutrition and safety. Some 
argue that these products 
are not “real” food; they 
worry about the addition of 
synthetic chemicals, food 
dyes and artificial 
preservatives. Food laws 
and regulations could 
influence the market of 
synthetic foods. There are 
no reports of health or 
environmental impacts from 
to date, but neither does it 
appear that anyone has 
researched the question. 
One of the main health 
concerns expressed about 
synthetic products is the 
addition of new proteins to 
foods, and these new 
proteins may be allergenic, 
according to Dana Perls, 
senior food and agriculture 

campaigner with Friends of 
the Earth. “We need to 
understand the short and 
long-term impacts before 
these ingredients and 
products enter the market 
or the environment,” she 
cautions for products 
genetically engineered to 
replace animal products and 
stresses the need for 
stronger regulations for all 
genetic engineering. 

Most consumers wouldn’t 
know that the cheese they 
buy is produced using gene 
modification. Genetically 
Modified Organism (GMO) 
labeling laws in the U.S. 
don’t apply to products 
made using synthetic 
biology, which makes it 
increasingly difficult for 
consumers to make 
informed choices. Cell-based 
meat, which is grown in a lab 
by multiplying entire stem 

cells taken 
from 
animal 
muscle, will 
be 
regulated 
by the 
Food and 
Drug 
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Administration in the U.S. 
and the Health Products and 
Food Branch (HPFB) in 
Canada, though it’s not yet 
clear what that means in 
practice. Synthetic biology is 
advancing so quickly, 
regulatory plans are finding 
it very difficult to keep up. 
“The new wave of genetic 
engineering is slipping 
through very large 
loopholes,” says Perls. 
“People who are trying to 
purchase food or clothing 
that reflects their values are 
in the dark.” 

Many consumer 
groups are active 
in their campaign 
against the 
production and 
distribution of 
artificial or 
synthetic foods. 
All arguments 
against this type 
of food are 
focused on one 
thing, the addition 
of synthetic 
chemicals like pesticides, 
heavy metals, food dyes and 
artificial preservatives to 
food affect its composition 
and nutritional value. 
Modern techniques that are 
being used in the production 
of this type of food, such as 
genetic engineering, 
hydrogenation or irradiation 
could also have the same 
effect. Some even speculate 
that this could ultimately 
lead to the development of 
new diseases, or serious 
impacts on our health. 

Some experts believe that 
plant-based food 
manufacturers might not be 
as green as they position 
themselves; that they 
deliberately focus on specific 
metrics solely to make a 
marketing case. “They focus 
on the CO2,” says Frédéric 
Leroy, a professor at Vrije 
Universiteit Brussel in 
Brussels, “but that’s a very 
limited view.” Sustainability 
metrics like soil health and 
biodiversity should be part 
of the calculation, he says. 
“Monocultures will have 

impacts on soil erosion, they 
depend heavily on fossil 
fuels because of the 
fertilizers, and they’re a 
nightmare for biodiversity,” 
says Leroy. 

Amie Peck, stakeholder 
engagement manager for 
the Canadian Cattlemen’s 
Association, thinks it’s 
important to put the 
numbers into a Canadian 
context. “This country’s 
beef industry is a global 
leader with one of the 

lowest carbon footprints, 
she says, What’s more, the 
environmental benefits of 
beef production have been 
left out of the conversation, 
Peck says: Beef farmers and 
ranchers in Canada care for 
35 million acres of native 
temperate grasslands, 
among the most 
endangered lands in the 
world, and which sequester 
1.5 billion tonnes of carbon.” 
She agrees with the need to 
reduce environmental 
impacts, but isn’t convinced 
that eating less beef is the 

answer. If 
Canadians ate 
less beef, she 
argues, those 
grasslands would 
be plowed, 
releasing the 
sequestered 
carbon from the 
soil. You could 
actually see 
more emissions 
being released, 
you know, by not 
having cattle on 

the landscape than you ever 
would from reducing your 
meat consumption,” Peck 
says. We want  to be part of 
the solution,” she continues. 
“We are very much 
committed to continuous 
improvement and that 
means a further reduction in 
emissions, Our target is a 33-
per-cent reduction by 2030.” 

Obviously Beyond Meats 
website protests this saying 
“Beyond Meat is made from 
simple ingredients derived 
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from plants, without GMOs, 
synthetically produced 
ingredients, antibiotics or 
hormones. Beyond Meat 
products offer protein levels 
greater than or equal to 
their animal-based 
counterparts with no 
antibiotics and no 
hormones.” In response to a 
reporter asking if it was 
healthier than Beef beyond 

meat said “Recently, the 
findings from a 
clinical study using Beyond 
Meat’s plant-based products 
were published in the 
American Journal of Clinical 
Nutrition. In the study 
conducted at Stanford 
University, 
researchers evaluated the 
impact of replacing animal-
based meat with plant-

based meat over an 8-week 
period on cholesterol 
levels, heart disease risk 
factors including TMAO 
levels, and body weight, and 
found improvement in key 
health metrics when 
participants replaced animal-
based meat with plant-
based meat.” 

 

Beyond Meat Company Expansion Across the World 

 

Source: https://seekingalpha.com/article/4292215-beyond-meats-valuation-is-beyond-belief-years-of-growth-already-incorporated-share-price.  

 

Endless Possibilities 

Hervé This, a French chemist 

and inventor of molecular 

gastronomy himself even 

follows the way for the 

future of synthetic foods. By 

using isolated compounds 

like proteins and fats and 

combining them, he opens 

the way to make an endless 

possibility of new dishes. “In 

the future, we won’t cook 

with fruit, vegetables or 

meat. We will cook ‘note by 

note’ with the pure 

compounds responsible for 

taste and smell, “ says 

Herve.
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DAMAGED HAIR? 
THE DYNAMIC DUOS GOT YOU 

TYPES OF SURFACTANTS

WRITTEN BY
LYNN CHUNG 
GABRIELLA WAITE

How many times a week do you wash your hair? The average answer should be 2-3
times to maintain optimal hair growth. In fact, this is directly related to surfactants in a
shampoo. 

First off, shampoo contains detergent which works as its
surfactant. They lower the surface tension of the water in order
to separate hair and make it able to bind with oils. Surfactants
are amphiphilic consisting of both lipophilic (oil-attracting) and
hydrophilic (water-attracting). The lipophilic helps bind sebum
while hydrophilic binds to water.

Anionics: good cleansing and lather, but leaves hair striped.
Negatively charged
Cationics: poor cleansing and lather, but leaves hair soft.
Positively charged
Nonionics: mild cleansing
Amphoterics: mild cleansing and non irritating. (often used
in baby shampoo)
Natural Surfactant: poor cleansing but excellent lather.

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Non-stripping formula (positive for people
with eczema and acne)
Preserves colour
Supports natural shine and reduce frizz
Reduce scalp irritation and allergies

1.

2.
3.
4.

A surfactant’s job is to dissolve the barrier between dirt, oil,
and water which ‘strips away’ the oil and dirt particles.
However, surfactants are sometimes ‘too effective’ because
hair needs to retain its natural moisture and oils. Now, here
comes the question: should I change to surfactant-free
shampoo? Read the rest to find out!

STARTING OFF STRONG WITH SHAMPOO

sensitive skin (ex.
eczema, psoriasis)
dry, curly, or frizzy hair
chemically altered or
dyed hair

greasy hair 
hair with dandruff

YES NO- use surfactant-free - use surfactant

PROS OF SURFACTANT-
FREE

Because sodium lauryl sulfate is the most
common ingredient in shampoos, the prices of
surfactant-free shampoos are more expensive.
These types of shampoo do not lather well, thus,
it will be difficult to know if your hair is
thoroughly washed since it does not help to
alleviate dandruff. In addition, your hair may
loose it's volume.

*If you use surfactant-free shampoo, make sure
to wash more than once for a clean finish!

CONS OF SURFACTANT-
FREE

This is the lewis structure of sodium lauryl sulfate (Anioncis),
which is the most common sulfate. It has amphiphilic properties
because of its hydrocarbon chain with a polar 'headgroup'; thus,
the head is water soluble while the chain is water insoluble.
Myths have linked it to cancer; however, science tells a different
story: SLS is certified by FDA as a safe food additive.
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IS DRY SHAMPOO SAFE?

WHAT IS PURPLE SHAMPOO?

Dry shampoo absorbs oil from scalp giving it a matte
look. Using dry shampoo occasionally is safe. When used  
for an extended period can seriously damage your scalp.
It leads to hair breakage, clogged follicles, and hair loss.
It is important to note that dry shampoo does not
'shampoo' your hair, it is only a sprinkled-on starch or
alcohol that absorbs oil particles. Alcohol containing dry
shampoo is drying for your hair and causes individual
fibers to spilt. In fact, leaving dry shampoo in your hair
for too long leads to a buildup of product on your scalp,
which can lead to bacterial or fungal infection. 
Some dry shampoos contain talc which is chemical that
soaks up the oils. America has banned talc because they
have asbestos in them. The American Cancer Society
recommend people who are concerned with cancer to
avoid the use of  dry shampoos  containing talc because
there may be a link with ovarian cancer and talc in dry
shampoo. 
So if you use dry shampoo, make sure to not use it often!

Since silicone is 'synthetic' it does not meet the
requirements for a natural ingredient. Even though
silicones are not toxic, people who prefer all natural
products are against it. Scientists state that silicones
may have the long term effect of leaving the hair
looking dull, weak, and dehydrated. You may even
see your hair becoming weaker and more prone to
breakage. If you see "-cone" near the top of the
ingredients list, there is a higher percentage of it in
the product.

CONTROVERSY BEHIND
SILICONE

Yes! Silicone can result in serious buildups and make
your hair heavy and greasy. It can clog your hair follicles
which leads to hair thinning and loss. You don't want that!
An alternative is using jojoba oil, aloe vera, and shea
butter.
In a blog by prose, people voted if they look for non-
silicone products:
74.7% - look for non-silicone products
25.3% - does not look for non-silicone products

SURFACTANT-FREE
OPTIONS TO BUY!

WHY ARE SILICONES IN
SHAMPOOS?
Silicones are polymers and they are large molecules
formed by chemically connecting a series of building
units together. Polymers are naturally derived;
however, they are synthesized within a lab. In
shampoo, silicone gives the hair a shine and makes the
strands softer. Since silicone is hydrophobic, it 'sticks'
to the hair surface and forms a protective barrier around
hair shaft to make it heat-resistant. 
Dimethicone is most commonly used but it is hard to
wash off due to its polarity. This insolubility in water is
explained  through the non-polarity of Dimethicone, as
like dissolves like and water is polar. It is a
polyethylene glycol derivative of Dimethicone and
contains 7 moles of ethylene oxide. However, its
contamination concern is high because of ethylene
oxide and 4-Dioxane. Human exposure to ethylene
oxide increases the risk of lymphoid and breast cancer.

SO, SHOULD YOU USED
SILICONE-FREE PRODUCTS?

Dimethicone 

Ingredient label including Sodium lauryl sulfate and Dimethicone

Purple shampoo has crushed violet pigments which
neutralize brassy and yellow tones. Simply put, purple
is the opposite colour of yellow, so it cancels it out. But
watch out! Using purple shampoo too often might make
your hair too dry and brittle.

Photo taken by Lynn Chung
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97% of hair contains keratin which has a surface
comprised of negatively charged amino acids. The very
positively charged cationic surfactants strongly bind to
keratin, preventing the conditioner from washing out
completely through water. Conditioners ability to leave
a remnant of hydration in hair even after washed out, is
a phenomenon that many don’t understand, but don’t
worry because now you do! 

CONDITIONER CLOSING THE SHOW! 

Hair goes through many rough trials throughout the
day, starting with straightening or curling it in the
morning with high intensity heat tools, or perhaps
using hair gels or harsh shampoos that further dry
out the hair. The one saving grace for this situation
is using the right conditioner that can transform
your frizzy dried up hair, into luscious silk. 

Hair has a strongly negative surface charge; while
damaged hair has an extreme negative charge.  It
is so negative that the hair follicles physically
repel from each other due to the basic law of like
charges repel, this creates the frizz phenomenon.
By reducing the friction between hair follicles,
conditioner gives the hair a silky texture. 
In a conditioner, the ingredient which gives hair
this silky results is emollients (1), specifically
fatty acids. This is why many conditioners contain
coconut oil, as it is high in fatty acids.
Additionally, polymers, such as silicone, provide
a backup plan as they deposit onto surface of hair,
reducing friction, static charge, and all the while
making the hair shiny in the process. 
Shampoo, conditioners supposed best friend, also
leaves hair with a negative charge, lifting up hair
cuticles (2) by imparting a negative charge on them.
The cationic surfactant in conditioner removes this
negative charge, smoothing down the cuticle. 

Cetyl alcohol (most common cationic surfactant in
conditioner), organic chemistry name is 1-hexadecanol. 
It is unable to react with water as the majority of it is
nonpolar, meaning that it is insoluble in water. It has the
ability to have hydrogen bonding due to its OH group
which will enable it to retain water molecules and thus
moisture in hair. Cetyl alcohol acts as an emulsifier as it  
prevents the ingredients in the conditioner from
separating.

CONFLICTED MINIMALIST,
WANTING 2 IN 1 SHAMPOO AND
CONDITIONER BUT NOT
KNOWING IF IT ACTUALLY
WORKS? 

Cationic surfactants
Polymers
Emollients/oily compounds
Auxiliary emulsifiers

1.
2.
3.
4.

HOW DOES THIS WORK?

1- Emollient: has ability to soften skin and hair 
2- Hair cuticle: protective outer layer of a hair strand composed of dead cells, protects hair from damage and imparts
shine

Using 2 in 1 shampoo and conditioner is extremely
beneficial towards the environment because rather than
using two bottles you only use one. Save the turtles! 
 The two in one shampoo conditioner has a "Lochhead
Effect". As we already know, shampoo works to break
down oils and dirt, while the surfactants in conditioner
are suspended in the soap suds. Washing out the
shampoo causes the oil and dirt to wash away, and the
presence of water triggers the surfactants to bind to the
hair.  

COMPONENTS OF
CONDITIONER:
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Even after determining that 2 in 1
works, the question still remains how
to properly apply this environment
saving hack?  When applying shampoo
you want to massage it into your scalp
to stimulate circulation which aids in
hair growth. You also avoid scrubbing
the ends because that leads to split
ends and other hair damages. We know
this because shampoo leaves the hair
with a negative charge and to put it on
already dry parts of hair such as the
ends will further split them. In
contrast, conditioner is applied in a
completely different method. You aim
to apply it to the ends in order to
further hydrate them through the
hydrogen bonding from the cationic
surfactants, and you need to avoid the
scalp as you would risk making it too
oily.  

Massage into scalp like you would
shampoo? Lather on the ends like you
would conditioner? 

Many people think that the conditioner
will be washed away with the shampoo
if applied at the same time. However,
the chemistry still holds that the
cationic surfactants bind to the hair,
preventing conditioner from being
completely washed out. 

 

The best way to apply 2 in 1 shampoo
and conditioner is to first wet all your
hair, then apply the product from roots
to ends and then completely rinse it
out. This method will warrant the
promised results that shampoo and
conditioner achieve separately, 

Leave-in conditioner contains similar, if not the same ingredients as
normal conditioner, they just vary in concentration. Normal
conditioner works to hydrate and replenish hair quickly so that it can
be rinsed out within a few minutes. Whereas, leave-in conditioner
achieves the same result but over a longer period of time. However,
do not get mistaken, using them interchangeable is not a good idea.
To leave in regular conditioner would be subjecting your hair to
harsh chemicals that could have a reverse effect of stripping your hair
from essential oils making scalp dry and irritable. 

THE DILEMMA...

HOW TO PROPERLY
APPLY 2 IN 1
SHAMPOO

LEAVE-IN CONDITIONER

however, it will also have negative side effects as the tips will have
been shampooed and the roots conditioned which we know from the
above paragraph is not a good thing.
Therefore, while 2 in 1 shampoo and conditioner is better for the
environment, you run the risk of having a strange mix of oily roots
and split ends, which is the worst of both worlds in the hair industry. 

Photo taken by Gabriella Waite
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Clothes so bad,
it’ll make you
sick
Justin Kopman

lothing is a basic, yet very important part
of our everyday lives. No matter how much
thought you put into your outfits every
day, it usually is not a subject most would
correlate with chemistry in the slightest

amount. However, upon further research and
investigation, one can find that it plays quite an
important role in everyday clothes. Outside the
obvious chemicals used in laundry detergents, we can
also see its importance in stain resistance and
removal, preventing wrinkles, dying in colors, and
water resistance. These are just a few examples of
how chemistry helps in the clothing industry, but what
requires a bit more research, is how it negatively
a�ects the industry. Oh yes, decades of research
through various scientists and organizations has
brought us to the shocking realization that the
chemicals used in clothing are harmful not only to
ourselves, but to the environment. Admittedly, this is
not a new subject, as this has been researched and
studied for many years now, but what is horrifying is
how few people actually realize this. We all may be
unknowingly at risk of very harmful diseases and
illnesses simply by getting dressed in the morning.
However, this is a lot to take in, so let's break it down
step by step.

The Types of Harmful Chemicals

Before we go into the ways our clothing
could be harming us, we’re first going to be covering
the types of chemicals to look out for in your clothing:
1. Azo dyes(C18H18BrN5O7) are colorants used in
clothing to provide a very vibrant and colorful texture
which will not be removed when washed. These dyes
can be found in 70-80%1 of all colorants, and
research shows that 5%2 can lead to a harmful
compound known as aromatic amines. These can be
very dangerous for humans, and “they have been seen
to cause bladder and liver cancers.”2. Thankfully, these
dyes are completely banned in Europe, but somehow
are only banned in the State of California in The
United States!

5

2. Formaldehyde (CH2O) is a chemical which is more
recognizable, as it is used in textiles to help with
water reflection, and wrinkling. However, unknowingly
to most, formaldehyde can potentially be very
dangerous. In 1987 the EPA determined
“formaldehyde as a probable human carcinogen under
conditions of unusually high or prolonged exposure.
Since that time, some studies of humans have
suggested that formaldehyde exposure is associated
with certain types of cancer.”3 In other words, when
used in large quantities, (over 75 ppm in clothing for
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adults )1 it can potentially cause rashes, asthma,
cancer, respiratory illnesses, and much more.
Thankfully, due to its dangerous qualities being found
in the 80’s, there is very little threat in it now.(For
perspective, in the 1960s, formaldehyde levels could
be up to 3000ppm, but that has drastically declined).

3. Perfluorocarbon(C2F6) is a chemical which is
present in most water resistant and stain proof
clothing, and also has been linked to infertility and
cancer. Even small amounts of this chemical can have
dangerous e�ects in clothing. It is quite terrifying
that this was not discovered until a few years ago!  In
fact, a marketplace experiment determined that in a
pile of children and maternity clothes, 1 in 5
contained concerning levels of this chemical.5

These are not the only toxic chemicals found in
clothing, and unfortunately, they aren't even the most
dangerous. The three chemicals just explained are
merely a small sample of toxins in our clothes. A few
others include heavy metal, chlorobenzene, chromium,
VOCs, and Phalates. Once again, this barely even
scratches the surface on the danger found in our
clothes, but if I start going through all of them, we
would be here all day. However, most of these
chemicals cause similar issues in our bodies, the most
common being cancer, skin irritation, rashes,
digestive and respiratory diseases, and autism.

These chemicals not only harm our
bodies, but our environment as well

Unfortunately, the bad news does not stop with the
e�ect chemicals in clothing have on our bodies, as it
is just as dangerous for the environment. Nearly every
chemical I just listed as being harmful for us, has just
as bad an e�ect on nature. Just to give you an

example “Every time we wash a synthetic garment
(polyester,nylon, etc), about 700.000 individual
microfibers are released into the water, making their
way into our oceans. Scientists have discovered that
small aquatic organisms ingest those microfibers”4.
The issue of some of these dangerous chemicals in
our environment is a problem so vast, it is a
discussion for another day.  Although the chemicals
discussed today are found in clothes, they are also
found elsewhere. Meaning that it is unfortunately too
large an issue to be covered in this article.

6

What can be done to help?

Although it is very important to be informed
on the dangers of chemicals in clothes, all of the
information listed here would be completely useless
without tips on how to protect yourself.

1. Do research. To be safe, either purchase
from chemical free clothing brands , or those
marked by GOTS (meaning it has been
chemically tested.

2. When purchasing new clothes, be sure to
always run it through a washing machine to
hopefully filter out any possibly dangerous
chemicals found in it.
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3. In terms of helping the environment, aside
from donations the main thing you can do is
try to donate your clothing instead of
throwing it out. Not only could it help out
those in need, it could prevent a possibly
dangerous chemical from being exposed to
the environment.

In conclusion, I hope you learned something today
that could possibly help in your future shopping
decisions, as dangerous chemicals found in clothes
are a topic I see being discussed far too little. So
whenever you find yourself looking for a new outfit or
clothing related chemical, be sure to put some
research into it,  as you never know what it could
contain.
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The chemical composition
behind nail products  

Chemistry at the tips of
your fingers 

Those part of the nail world know there is nothing
more satisfying than a fresh manicure which carries
art on your very hands, and is used as a form of self
expression and beauty. However, behind all the
sparkles, bright colours and precise detailing,
chemistry is credited for the function of these
products such as their durability, malleability,
colours, and more. From acrylic to gel, to the
reaction between nail polish and its remover,
scientists are the true artists of the nail industry. This
article will break down the fundamental chemical
basis of nail products including the main elements
which react with one another, and how they work
together to create a beautiful masterpiece

Chem Matters
Maria Tassopoulos
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The Perfect Paint  

Fake it Till' You Make it!

May 2022

Let’s be honest, as much as doing your nails can be
exciting and relaxing, the process of sitting in a
chair for hours at times is very tedious and boring,
but by understanding the chemical reactions
happening right in front of you, you will appreciate
your manicure as a lab experiment! Regular nail
polish is normally made of solvents, film formers,
resins, plasticizers, and pigments which mix
together to create a uniform product. These
polishes use a polymer, most commonly
nitrocellulose which is dissolved in ethyl acetate or
butyl acetate the solvent. When applied to your nail
it starts drying and the solvent evaporates and the
polymer is left on the nail which creates a film. The
adhesive polymer helps the film stick to the nail
and plasticizers like dibutyl phthalate, camphor and
triphenyl phosphate are used in polish to prevent
cracking and chipping. The plethora of colours
which can overwhelm someone when doing their
nails are a result of a multitude of pigments which
are the compounds in polish which give them their
colour. Pigments can be organic or inorganic
meaning it does or does not contain hydrogen
bonding. Inorganic pigments include chromium
oxide for green, iron oxide for red and ferric
ferrocyanide for blues. Organic compounds are like
food colorings and come in a variety of colors.
Sparkles are a must have for a unique manicure
and this look in polish is achieved using  titanium
dioxide, mica or crushed natural pearls. Another
popular nail product used for a longer lasting
manicure is gel polish. 

Unlike normal polished, gel polish will only dry if it is
activated by a UV light. Unlike nitrocellulose polish,
which will dry out gradually as the solvent
evaporates, gel polish will never dry unless it is
activated by ultraviolet light. Like a superhero
gaining super strength after a dose of radiation, a
“photo-initiator” molecule mixed into the polish can
absorb the UV energy, break itself in half and make
two super-charged molecules. These charged
molecules are called free radicals-

  -a type of chemical that gets an especially bad
rap, because that extra energy can be used to
break all sorts of chemical bonds where it’s not
supposed to. In the nail polish, the extra energy
jump-starts a chain reaction that transforms the
liquid polish into a hard layer of plastic within
seconds. Gel polishes contain photoinitiators
which initiate polymer chain growth that is very
difficult to break. A common photoinitiator is
benzoyl peroxide which is mixed into the polish
and when in a plastic solution it's called
methacrylate. The free radical from the benzoyl
peroxide pushes electrons around in the liquid
methacrylate monomers so they form bonds
with each other and create a solid polymer. 

Fake nails have had an impact on the fashion
world and can be known as a staple asset to
someone’s look, so let's break down how they
really work. In order for a nail to properly set and
last a base/primer is a crucial step. The primer is
able to bond the nail to the acrylic and is mainly
acid based. Most primers contain methacrylic
acid which has two arms on each side of the
molecule. One of the arms creates the
intermolecular force of H-bonding with the
keratin on the surface of the nail, while the other
creates a covalent bond and links the primer to
the acrylic or gel applied on top. Primers also help
to dehydrate the nail in order for proper
molecular bonds to be made and trapped
moisture should not interfere-62



-as Doug Schoon, president of Dana Point, California-based
Schoon Scientific. “This moisture layer must be removed to ensure
proper adhesion, especially for artificial enhancement products.”
Not to mention, balancing the pH on the nail is a crucial step to
make the surface of the nail less acidic since most acid groups in
products are attracted to a more basic pH. The actual application
of the fake nail itself works in three steps: monomer liquid, which
gets activated by an initial molecule, and then the process is sped
up by a catalyst. The powder is a mixture of polymers that carry
the initiator molecule such as benzoyl peroxide and depending on
the powder may include coloured pigments. A polymer itself is a
long chain of monomers chemically linked together and the
benzoyl peroxide breaks in half when exposed to our body heat
from our fingers. Furthermore, the monomer liquid which is (EMA)
ethyl methacrylate is a molecule which is the building block for
polymer chains, since it only has one unit (“mono” meaning one).
The catalyst, a molecule which speeds or initiates a reaction but
does not change itself, speeds up the breakage of the polymer.
Not to mention, these powders include inhibitors which prevent
the monomers from joining to the polymers before mixing with the
powder which can result in premature hardening.These molecules
work in this process: the liquid on a brush gets dipped into the
powder and the catalyst (in the liquid) breaks the initiator (in the
powder) in half, creating two free radicals. Each of these
combines with a monomer, and the reacted monomer attaches
to another monomer creating a covalent bond. Each of these
singular monomers link together and make long polymer chains.
These chains then wrap around the polymer powder beads and
encase them which fuses it to the nail!

Nail Polish remover shows the physical breakdown of bonds on the nail by
the use of an organic solvent. Knowing “like dissolves like”, we can
understand that acetone molecules are attracted to polish molecules.
Acetone is a colorless, flammable and liquid which is made up of carbon,
hydrogen and oxygen and is found in the environment naturally. The
remover causes the molecules to break down the polishe's hardened form
back into liquid form which can be easily wiped off the nail and ready for a
new colour! Now everytime you look down to admire those fabulous nails,
think of the hard work scientists put into making these products safe and
functional. Oh, and never forget, science IS in fact fabulous

 Out with
the Old In
with the

New
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A REAL HEART STOPPER
 Every year over 500,000 open heart surgeries take place all of which
wouldn't be possible without cardioplegia solution. Cardioplegia is a
solution used in major surgeries with the use of bringing the heart to
a state of asystole in which the heart stops all functions like beating
and electronic signaling. The reason that the heart needs to be
stopped for surgery is because the heart is constantly moving and
unlike the rest of the body, will never stop which makes it difficult or in
some cases impossible to operate on especially since every heartbeat
is a quick rapid contraction. It would be like operating on someone
who keeps opening and closing their hand over and over again. While
the heart is stopped however patients are put onto a heart-lung
bypass machine which works exactly like any other heart as it provides
oxygen which is in the blood to the rest of the body. The machine also
adds oxygen to the blood allowing it to be used by the body which
means it also takes the role of the lungs but not entirely since the
lungs still function like normal during this time. Now the heart is just
like any other part of the body in which it needs blood and oxygen to
support the cells, tissues and muscle that it's composed of and
without this supply it would suffer major damage. This is where
cardioplegia is used as its primary use. It reduces the demand heart
cells have for oxygen and by doin this it prevents the cells from dying.
The reason the demand has to be reduced is because during the heart
is put into an ischemic state in which blood is restricted or reduced
from the heart which is redirected into the heart-lung bypass machine
so less blood is entering the heart and if the demand continues to
occur the muscles can suffer damage. By reducing the demand the
cells need less blood and oxygen flow to them allowing them to live
with less oxygen and blood.  

 

 Finally the most important element in the solution is potassium as it
is the main element which causes the heart muscles to stop
mechanical function. The way potassium is able to do this is because
the heart rate is powered by the sinoatrial node and atrioventricular
node which generate rhythmic action potentials and the sinoatrial
node specifically initials these actions which cause the atria and then
the rest of the heart to contract. The impulse that is sent is an
electrical impulse which is sent to the entire heart causing the
atrioventricular node and then the bundle of his which is a branch
of fibers all around the heart to cause the muscle to contract. When
potassium is added it decreases the resting potential meaning it
makes the voltage more positive across the membrane of the cells.
Since electrons are negative and the voltage becomes more positive
this causes depolarization to occur more quickly which causes the
cells to relax since the charge is evened out more. Potassium also
prevents repolarization where the charge of the membranes
becomes more negative which if were to happen would cause the
voltage to become more negative increasing the electron count and
restarting the heartbeat. The temperature of the solution is also
important as it is given at 4 degrees celsius so that way the heart
can cool down to around 15 degrees. This slows down the
metabolism or need for oxygen of the heart rate to protect the
muscles from damage. This solution has been able to save the live
of many people as it allows doctors to operate on the heart more
effectively and who know how many it will save in the future?

Cardioplegia is composed of many different compounds which include
calcium chloride, magnesium chloride, sodium chloride, sodium
bicarbonate, potassium chloride and water. Firstly chlorine is present in
all of these compounds simply because it helps to keep electroneutrality
in the solution which means that there's an equal positive and negative
charge in the solution. Water is simply used to inject the solution into the
patient. Calcium is an important element in arresting the heart as well as
protecting the cell membranes of the heart. When calcium levels are
lowered it causes the force of the heart's contractions to decrease which
helps to relax the heart and have it stop. It also protects the cell
membranes and stops something called the calcium paradox where if
the muscles are given calcium after a period of being given a solution
without calcium the cells will become dysfunctional and die so it is
important that there is a small constant stream of calcium being
received by the cells so after the operation finishes the cells can
functionally recover. Magnesium is important as it helps protect the
heart muscles by protecting adenosine triphosphate reserves which is
the energy source used by your whole body so they can be used for
medicinal activity. This helps to keep the muscles safe and use the stored
energy to recover after surgery. Sodium and sodium bicarbonate are
important as they are essential for ionic integrity of the heart muscles as
well as protecting energy sources after ischemic recovery but more
importantly the heartbeat action needs sodium ions and without them
the heart won't create the action to beat.  

By Michael Virdo
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NATURAL VS. SYNTHETIC SCENTS

SYNTHETIC SCENTS
While nWhile natural oils do effectively create the desired scent in many 
cosmetic fragrances, the natural process can often be costly and 
companies will resort to other forms of scent imitation. Lab made 
molecules are much easier and less-costly way to create a scent 
that almost copies the smell of its natural desire. The creation of 

synthetic scents requires the vast knowledge of
cchemists, first to identify the hundreds of molecules responsible in 
creating a particular smell. Of those hundreds, only a few of the 
molecules that smell the most like the desired scent are chosen. 
Then, the chemists will try to reproduce the molecule with the 
same structure as before, through the utilization of chemical 
reactions in the lab. The term “synthetic fragrances” is a very 
broad concept that can be broken down into three categories:

NATURAL SCENTS
FFor thousands of years, people have tried to take the beautiful 

aromas of nature and capture them in bottle form. This can be done 
by extracting the natural oils produced in nature like flowers and 
fruits, and creating a delightfully fragrant scent that can be used in 
our colognes, perfumes, candles, etc. Jen Bayline, a chemist at 

Washington &amp; Jefferson College in Pennsylvania claims, “The 
oils you extract from nature a complex mixture of maybe hundred 
ofof molecules”, and “Together, they create a rich and complex 
fragrance”. Essentially, these fragrant oils are naturally compiled 
with different molecules that create the scent. These oils are crucial 
in producing a compelling scent that can be used in creating 

effective fragrant cosmetics. A prime example of the chemistry in 
natural fragrance practices is in the rose fields of Pégomas, France. 
In these alluring fields of roses, workers will rise at dawn every day 
ffor two weeks and hand pick roses. By the end of their work, 
approximately 37 tons of flowers will be picked. Almost instantly 
after the flowers are picked they are taken to a nearby factory. Time 
is of the essence in this process as if any more time is wasted the 
molecules that are responsible for producing the graceful aroma of 
the roses will be disrupted and begin to break down. If the molecule 
was to break down the process would fail and the roses would no 
longer longer retain their scent. Petals of the roses are then tossed into a 
chemical bath and heated at high temperatures. The reaction that 
takes place has the liquid chemicals evaporate into a gas, and results 
in a wax with the same fragrance as the rose. A fragrant oil is 
extracted from the wax concentration and actively used in many 
renown colognes and perfumes around the world, such as Chanel 
No. 5. Chemistry is what allows the delightful fragrance to maintain 

and spand spread its lovely aroma!

BY PAUL PRANGIKOS AND TIAGO RODRIGUES

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO SMELL?
Firstly, before we explain the chemistry that creates scents, we must understand the chemical
process of “smelling”. Our sense of smell is derived from gaseous molecules, that either come
directly from the air or from gaseous molecules released by other substances. These molecules
are known as odorants. Odorants stimulate sensory nerve cells at the top of the nasal cavity,
which respond by sending impulses back to the brain. This process is what allows us to

rrecognize fragrances and our brain determines if the smell is “good” or “bad”, which can be
relatively different for everyone.

WHERE DOES CHEMISTRY COME INTO PLAY?
TThe role of chemistry in discovering scents is the materials used 
in fragrances and the reactions to create the materials. Materials 

used in fragrances are generally semi-volatile organic 
compounds and the molecular weight of these compounds 
barely exceeds 260 AMU. Some molecules do not have smell or 
does not have a smell potent enough to be perceived by the 
human nose, for instance Carbon Monoxide, so the processes 
ininvolved to make the strong smelling molecules is necessary to 
produce any scented cosmetics. Now, the way a perfume 

orcologne smells is not based completely on what it comes from, 
but also on the chemical reactions in the brains of individuals 
who perceive the scents. This is why some people might perceive 
a scent as very soothing while others might not enjoy the scent, 
or why some people might smell something while others cannot 
pick up the scent. Another pick up the scent. Another form of chemistry in this field comes 

with chemical reactions that can alter the fragrance’s 
effectiveness and scent. For example, chemical reactions with 
light can change smells, where the energy present in light can 
break down the bonds present in the molecules creating the 
scent. Enough bright sunlight will certainly damage the perfume 
or cologne smell, and enough air will corrode the scent through 
ooxidation. If you were ever wondering how to prevent your 
perfumes and colognes from slowly dying off, consider keeping 
them in dark places at room temperature, and be sure to keep 

the lid tightly sealed!

THE VIBRATION THEORY 
KnKnowing that scents are made up of molecules (odorants) that are sensed by 
receptors in our nose, and these molecules have atoms bonded together by 
elastic bonds, we can dive into the vibration theory. This theory suggests that 
fragrances and scents are interpreted differently by our brains according to 
their specific frequencies of vibration. For the olfactory receptors in our 
noses to determine a specific scent, the vibrations of the molecules must be 
translated into electrical signals that can be sent to the brain. In essence, the 
specific vibrspecific vibration rates of different molecules are a necessary part of 
activating olfactory pathways that create what our brain interprets as 

different scents. This theory then begs the question, do molecules that vibrate 
at similar frequencies have the same scent? Biophysicist Luca Turin 

determined the accuracy of this theory by conducting a lab. By taking the 
specific smell of rotten eggs, created by the molecule vibration in Hydrogen 
Sulfide, he tried to determine if any other similarly vibrating molecules 
wwould have a very similar scent. He discovered a molecule with a similar 
vibration frequency, being borane (Hydrogen and Boron). Borane’s scent was 
in fact that of rotten eggs, meaning the Turin’s lab was successful, concluding 
that similarly vibrating molecules had virtually the same scent created.
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We interviewed a fellow SCH3U classmate, Spencer Reece, and 
asked him some questions regarding fragrances. 

Q: “What conditioner are you currently using to get those 
luscious curls? 

A: “Shea Moisture hair conditioner”
TThe nutty shea smell in the conditioner comes mainly from the 
synthetic scent of stearic acid along with the natural scent of the 

raw shea butter extract. 
Q2: “What scents do you find most appealing and satisfying?” 
A2: “My personal favourite scents have got to be the smell of 

coconut and the smell of strawberries.” 
TThe renown coconut smell is derived from the chemical 

compound of gamma-nonalactone and coconut extract, while 
the strawberry smell is created from the chemical benzyl acetate 

and the natural extract of strawberries.

STUDENT INTERVIEW 

THE PERFECT COMBINATION 
Synthetic and natural scents can be combined to achieve the 
well-known scents we see around the world today. Almost all 

fragrances use some sort of combination of natural and man-made 
scents to come up with the perfect mix that allows for the re-creation 
and distribution of scented cosmetics throughout the globe. While it 
would be ideal to only use natural aromas in fragrances to get that 
renown “clean” smell, its neither practical nor cost-efficient to do so. 
This is because synthetic scents and other This is because synthetic scents and other chemicals are necessary in 
preserving the smell to leave the scent “long-lasting”. Additionally, it 
is very labour extensive to produce solely natural scents, so the cost 
would be much greater than if synthetic scents are used. Natural and 
synthetic scents can be blended with Fixatives and Alcohol to make 
sure that the volatile perfumes do not rapidly evaporate. Fixatives are 
a chemical substance used to preserve or stabilize biological material 
prior to micprior to microscopy or other examination. If you want your scent to 
linger, fixatives should most certainly be a part of your fragrance. 
Most fixatives are comprised of resins, mosses, or animal substances, 
typically organic compounds that are effective in preserving scents. 
Alcohol is then used to strengthen the smell and allow the perfume or 
cologne to stick to clothing and skin, ensuring that you’ll remain 
smelling good for longer! All in all, synthetic and natural odours are 
used in conjunction to cused in conjunction to create the fragrances you use in daily life, 
along with the help of fixatives and alcohols to craft the perfect 

combination of scent.

1. Full synthetics: Nearly the entire fragrance is 
derived from petroleum by-products.

2. Semi-synthetics: As the name suggests, the 
fragrance is only semi-synthetic; it can be created 
from some synthetic, natural, or artificially modified 
notes. Sometimes, it’s derived from all three

3. N3. Natural isolates: A fragrance developed from 
synthetic and natural byproducts. 

Overall, there are various synthetic scents created by 
molecules that are recognizable in day-to-day 
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MENTHOL

VANILLIN 
Vanillin is a chemical that is responsible for the 
famous “vanilla” scent in many shampoos, 

perfumes, and colognes alike. It contains oxygen 
atoms in three different functional groups: alcohol, 
aldehyde, and ether. Ever since the time of the 
Aztecs vanilla has been used in flavouring for 
chocolate, but it was not until French Biochemist 
Nicolas-Nicolas-Theodore Gobley crystallized vanillin 
from vanilla extract in 1858. In modern times, 
vanillin is used in multiple scents and fragrances to 
create that well-known smell evident in most 
shampoos across the showers of the world.

Menthol is a chemical found naturally in peppermint and 
other mint species, or made synthetically through 

hydrogenation of thymol. Hydrogenation is the chemical 
reaction between molecular hydrogen and an element or 
compound, in this case thymol. Menthol is also referred 
to as peppermint camphor, and is a terpene alcohol with 
a strong, minty, cooling fragrance and taste. Menthol has 
local anaesthetic and counterilocal anaesthetic and counterirritant qualities, so it is 
used widely to relieve throat pain. Menthol is a vital 
substance in many minty smelling colognes, such as: 
Prada Luna Rossa Eau de Toilette Spray for Men and 
Versace Eros Eau de Toilette Spray for Men.
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Appetizers  

Pesticides are used in food production to 
control pests such as insects, rodents, weeds, 
bacteria, mold, and fungus. They safeguard or 
improve yields as well as the number of times 
a crop may be planted on the same piece of 
land each year. Pesticides are an important 
resource especially in nations where food is 
scarce.  

Mains 

Pesticides can help farmers avoid major crop 
losses, thus they will continue to be used in 
agriculture. However, the impacts of pesticide 
exposure on people and the environment are 
still a source of worry. Pesticides are 
conceivably toxic to humans and can affect 
humans’ health in the short term and long 
term. Acute OP (organophosphate) poisonings 
lead to symptoms such as nausea, abdominal 
cramps, diarrhea, dizziness, anxiety and 
confusion. Long term effects include 
respiratory problems, memory disorders, skin 
conditions, depression, miscarriages, birth 
defects, cancer and neurological conditions 
such as Parkinson's disease.  

Deserts  

Pesticides are one of the most common causes 
of self-poisoning, especially in low and middle 
income nations. Pesticides must be produced, 
distributed, and used under stringent 
oversight and control since they are innately 
hazardous and intentionally disseminated in 
the environment. Residues of pesticides in 
food or the environment must be monitored 
on a regular basis. Pesticides should be used 
to produce food, both for local use and for 
export, in accordance with sound agricultural 
practises, regardless of a country's economic 
situation. Farmers should only apply as much 
pesticide as is absolutely required to 
safeguard their crops. The World Health 
Organization is hoping to ban the most 
dangerous pesticides for humans as well as 
the pesticides that last the longest in the 
environment, to safeguard public health by 
establishing maximum pesticide residue limits 
in food and water. 

TODAY’S MENU 
Pesticide Usage | How it Affects Us | What You Can Do

The Recipe  

Food is a necessity in our lives. It provides us with nutrients and energy, 
therefore, food helps the entire body function. We often have those cravings 
for a nice corn on the cob, or a sweet strawberry, or a juicy, crunchy apple. Well, 

what if I told you those are several foods that include potentially toxic pesticides? 
Scientists have learned that even modest doses of pesticides and other synthetic 
chemicals can damage primarily young children. Exposure to chemical combinations, 
particularly during essential windows of neurodevelopment, can carry substantial 
health hazards that take years to manifest. This is of great importance to us as 
pesticides are so prevalent in our environment. 

Chemical Ingredients
Some older, inexpensive, pesticides can prevail in soil and water for many years. 
Absorption of pesticides is a key component in determining where pesticides end up 
in the environment and how they degrade. The majority of pesticides are non-polar 
and hydrophobic which means they are not soluble in water. They are pushed out of 
the water onto non-polar organic matter containing soils. Oxidation of pesticides is a 
reaction process whereby the dissolved oxygen in the environment reacts with 
pesticides that bring about chemical oxidation of pesticides in water or the 
atmosphere. Pesticide reduction is a chemical process in which the oxidation state of 
the substrate is reduced. In most cases, the reducing agents in the environment are 
H+. Pesticides react with water in a pH-dependent process called hydrolysis. Most 
pesticides in the environment undergo hydrolysis. Due to the greater polar nature, a 
pesticide will not build in soil, it will instead disintegrate by hydrolysis, which is the 
preferred process in water. The breakdown or modification of pesticides by sunlight, 
which results in the breakage of chemical bonds is known as photolysis. The organic 
molecule absorbed photons and becomes stimulated, releasing an electron, causing 
the molecule to change. Organic molecules are degraded by photolysis processes in 
the upper atmosphere, shallow aquatic environments, on vegetation and on soil 
surfaces. A pesticide's entire break down in in the air can take several steps. Pesticides 
are generally broken down or transformed by microbiological organisms in water and 
soil. The amount and nature of pesticides present in the soil, the microbial population 
in the soil, and soil conditions that favour microbial activities, such as warm 
temperature and desirable pH, adequate soil moisture, aeration and high organic 
matter content, all influence the rate of microbial degradation. 
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Lorum Ipsum Dolor

Physical Ingredients    

———— C9H11Cl3NO3PS ————

Chlorpyrifo (an OP pesticide) is the most 
extensively used pesticide on agriculture. 
It has a very unpleasant odour, usually 

referred to smelling somewhat like rotten eggs, 
and is used to control pests such as termites, 
mosquitoes, and roundworms. 
This chemical is either colourless or white, and it 
is a crystalline solid. Its molecular weight is 
350.6g/mol. It is not soluble in water, so it is 
usually mixed with oily liquids prior to being 
applied to crops. It is also known as Dursban or 
Lorsban. As well, it is completely synthetic, 
meaning it is fully artificially made. Chlorpyrifos 
by itself is not toxic, however when the body 
tries to break it down with food, it produces a 
toxic form. Chlorpyrifos act by inhibiting an 
enzyme that regulates the transmission of signals 
between nerve cells. The nervous system is then 
unable to deliver regular signals between nerve 
cells. This causes the neurological system to 
misfire, which leads to the pest’s death. It is very 
easy to be exposed to this pesticide. Most 
commonly it is done by eating them, inhaling 
them, or getting them on the skin or in the eyes. 
Signs and symptoms can appear within minutes 
to hours, but can last as short as a day and as long 
as multiple weeks. Children are more likely to 
experience effects of pesticides than adults. A 
common effect on children under three years 
were developmental delays and disorders. 

———————————————————————————— 
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The Final Dish
People tend to think the solution to not injecting pesticides is switching to all organic 
foods. However, organic foods are not completely pesticide free. Organic foods contain 
pesticides derived from all natural substances, meaning they are produced or extracted 
from a natural source such as plants or varying living organisms. This differs from 
conventional foods because they use synthetic pesticides. When comparing natural 
pesticides to synthetic ones, natural come from naturally occurring processes like 
composting, fermentation, heating or enzymatic digestion. In organic produce, weeds are 
controlled naturally through processes such as crop rotation, hand weeding, etc., whereas 
for conventionally grown produce weeds are controlled through chemical herbicides. 
Organic produce pests are controlled through natural methods using animals like birds, and 
in conventionally grown produce pests are managed using synthetic pesticides. Regarding 
organic meat, dairy and eggs, all livestock are given hormone free and non GMO feed, 
rather than with conventional, livestock are provided with growth hormones for quicker 
growth, and non-organic and GMO based feed. Concerning disease, food that is organically 
produced from livestock uses disease preventatives that are natural, such as rotational 
grazing, and ensuring living spaces are always cleaned. For conventionally raised meat, dairy 
and eggs, diseased livestock are given antibiotics and medications. 

In conventional farming (using synthetic 
pesticides) some pesticides are non-toxic, 
however, some lead to very serious 
consequences. Glyphosate is a herbicide that 
attacks weeds and there is a debate regarding it 
being cancer causing. This pesticide has already 
been banned in two countries, France and 
Germany. These are the risks that come with 
synthetic, conventionally produced, agriculture. 
But how much better are organic foods? Eating 
organic exposes you to less pesticides, and those 
include naturally occurring pesticides. A paper 

summarizing 343 studies on organic versus conventional foods concluded that organic foods 
had four times less pesticide residue than conventional produce. However, it is vital to 
remember that the logic behind purchasing organic is more than just for the food you are 
putting in our bodies,

“It’s a way of agriculture that supports a more biodiverse, sustainable 
ecosystem,” says Sharan Palmer, the Plant Powered Dietitian. 

There are a number of things that can reduce the amount of pesticides that you eat:
✦ It is necessary to wash fruits and vegetables under running water before eating. 
✦ Throw away the outer leaves of leafy vegetables. 
✦ To lessen the amount of residue that can remain on the food when it’s chopped, 

thoroughly scrub the inedible skin of fruits. 
✦ Finally, due to various crops requiring different pesticides, indulging in a diverse selection 

of healthy foods reduces the exposure one has to pesticides, while also providing greater 
nutritional advantages.

Overall, the way the food you eat is grown and produced has a tremendous impact on not 
only your physical health and the way your body functions, but also your mental health, and 
the growth of the environment. A key benefit of organic foods is that they have a 
significantly higher amount of a very valuable nutrient in them, called antioxidants, which 
greatly reduce the risks of contracting many diseases, and they keep your body generally 
healthier. To conclude, organic foods container fewer pesticides and less harmful pesticides, 
they are usually more fresh because they don’t contain preservatives that extend their shelf 
life, they are better for the environment because they greatly decrease pollution, preserve 
water, etc., organically raised animals are not provided with antibiotics, or fed animal 
byproducts, organic meat and milk are proven to have 50% greater levels of certain 
nutrients than conventionally produced foods, and finally, organic food is not produced 
with GMO’s.

So next time you’re grocery shopping, spend a few extra dollars on those organic 
strawberries, because it might be worth your while! 75



       Dihydrogen Monoxide, also known as H2O or 
in its most common form, WATER, is an essential 
resource for the human race.  It is so crucial to us 
that we will not be able to survive after three days 
without.  But with the ongoing climate, and 
pollution issues, our water is becoming unclean 
more and more, and fresh water is limited to only 
the more developed countries.  

Background to the Crisis: 

To start off, we must ask, how do we get 
clean drinking water.  According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)1, water 
goes through treatment plants that coagulation (filtration of large particles and dirt), flocculation 
(gentle mixing of water to form larger and heavier particles), sedimentation (separation of solids 
from the water), filtration (filtration to separate additional solids from the water), and disinfection 
(addition of chemicals to kill any remaining parasites, bacteria, or viruses from the water) so that 
we get clean drinking water in our communities (see figure 2).  However, in less fortunate and 
developing countries in the world, they do not have full access and freedom to clean drinking water. 

In an article published by the United Nations (UN) ‘Water for Life’ research4, one of the 
main continents that is currently dealing with an endemic of poverty, food insecurity, and massive 
underdevelopment would be the continent of Africa.  With access to sanitation, according to the 
WHO, only 59% of the world’s population has 

access to adequate sanitation systems for clean water with North 
Africa having 90% coverage, but however, a shocking and 
startling 30% coverage lies in the Sub-Saharan Africa2.  This 
would be considered a terrible concern as there is a massive 
health burden because people are becoming ill due to lack of 
basic sanitation of clean water (through resources), and 
unsanitary actions.  Furthermore, a driving force to this massive 
issue would be the massive population growth found, and rural-
urban migration.  Many who live in the Sub-Saharan live in 
urban slums, with the population surpassing 200 million in 
counting. This is totally unproportionate to the benefits we are 
having living in a well-developed country. 
 

 
What Resources are Available? 
 In developing countries, they have to resort to different 
alternative methods to get clean water3.  These methods include 
Membrane Separation Technology (MST) by which they use 
high pressure to push water through a porous barrier to separate 
pollutants from water; chlorination, where sodium hypochlorite 
solution is added to a contaminated water to destroy bacteria and 
viruses; and Solar Water Disinfection (SODIS) where they use the sun’s ultraviolet radiation to improve the water 
quality to prevent diarrheal infection.  This is an easy and inexpensive method; however, they are limited to the 
amount of water that can be treated a one time, and does not fill out chemical pollutants.  No matter how many 
alternative resources used to provide clean water, they still are limited and cannot get the adequate resource of 
getting fresh water.   
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Humanitarian Aid to help Developing Countries: 

One of the major humanitarian charities that can provide adequate and 
clean water to these less developed countries is The Water Project.  This 
organization provides reliable water projects to communities who suffer 
needlessly from a lack of access to clean water and proper sanitation.  This 
organization takes the donations of patrons, and build new wells, rehab neglected 
wells, construct rain catchment tanks, where when it rains, it would connect to a 

tank to store for the community in case if there is a drought, or lack of fresh water, 
protect springs, and build sand dams to retain the water in the community. 

In addition, the UN General Assembly of human right to water and sanitation 
had made a important recognition in July 2010, as they recognized that every human 
being has the right to have access to enough water for personal and domestic uses, 
meaning 50-100 L of water per person per day.  The water pledged must be safe, 
acceptable, and affordable by not exceeding three percent of household income, and 
that collection of fresh water should not exceed thirty minutes.  Moreover, the UN 
has been addressing this global crisis through many conferences like the United 
Nations Water Conference of 1977, the International Conference on Water and the 
Environment (1992), the Earth Summit (1992), and global initiatives.  One major 
global initiative was through the ‘Water for Life’ International Decade for Action 
2005-2015 initiative, by which this helped close to 1.3 billion people in developing countries to gain access to 
safe, and clean drinking water and drilled the progression on sanitation as part of an effort to meet the standard4.  
Therefore, this will provide equity to those families and communities in need of clean and fresh water.  
 
Conclusion: 
 To conclude, there has been ongoing efforts to provide developing countries with clean and fresh water.  
However, there is still more work that needs to be done, and a way to help is to donate and contribute to a 
organization of you choice that will help reduce the risk of fatalities due to unsanitary water.  It is also in our 
hands to help others have access to clean water, so whatever one can do to help and support this initiative should 
do so.  This is one way that we can make the world a better place, 
as the whole world is in our hands.  
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Healthcare globally has 

been forced to deal with the 

COVID 19 pandemic; nonetheless, 

progression of ways to improve 

healthcare has persisted. One area 

is medicinal inorganic chemistry 

(MIC) and the uses of metals in 

drugs (metallodrugs).  

Metals creation in 

inorganic chemistry have proved 

applicable to improving global 

sustainability. Therefore, 

suggesting the progression of 

this science is something 

requiring study due to the nature 

of the materials it uses. 

So, why endeavor in 

advancing medicinal inorganic 

chemistry? Researchers believe, 

“new materials could reduce 

dramatically the loss of raw 

resources” (Salviulo et al., 2021, 

p. 6691). The production of 

inorganic metals especially 

affects our everyday items such as 

our personal devices where raw 

metals used are said to have very 

low end-of-life recycling rates 

(Salviulo et al., 2021, p. 6691). In 

this regard, pursuit of creating new 

materials not only allow for 

sustainability through the 

production of less metallic waste. 

The additional application is the 

availability of metals to be used in 

drugs for serious health conditions 

such as cancer. 

So, what are the methods? 

Treating diseases are a prime use 

of metallodrugs. According to 

Victor Miranda, in an article for 

Reviews in Inorganic Chemistry 

testing of metals in drugs as 

treatment has been occurring as 

early as the late 1800’s and the 

uses of metallodrugs can be in both 

therapy and imaging (Miranda, 

2022, p. 30). A key example 

proving the effectiveness of 

metallodrugs is Muhammad Ajmal 

for the Journal of Coordination 

Chemistry stating, “Metal-based 

anti-cancer agents are more 

effective and selective for 

chemotherapy as compared to 

other anti-cancer therapeutics 

currently available in the market” 

(Ajmal, 2017, p. 2582). 

Suggesting in combatting cancer 

metallodrugs are one of the best 

solutions to further develop. 

ANALYSING TREATMENTS 

Metallodrugs Miranda 

mentions within therapy act 

through as examples, “direct 

bonding between the metallic 

center and the biological target, 

release of a biologically active 

ligand” (Miranda, 2022, p. 30). So 

where direct bonding has resulted 

in studies of many drugs one 

example being auranofin the only 

gold-based drug still being 

employed in clinics (Miranda, 

2022, p. 31). The support behind 

studying MIC is helping 

understand that to treat rheumatoid 

BY SIMON WHITTAKER 

MEDICINAL INORGANIC CHEMISTRY                                                              
METALLODRUGS THE FUTURE OF TREATMENTS? 

 

Metallodrug complexes and 

their effect on tumors.  
Source:  

Zaki, M., Arjmand, F., & Tabassum, S. (2016). Current 

and future potential of metallo drugs: Revisiting 

DNA-binding of metal containing molecules and 

their diverse mechanism of action. Inorganica 

Chimica Acta, 444, 1-22. 
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arthritis, “Five Au [gold] 

complexes have been approved for 

clinical use” (Miranda, 2022, p. 

31). In this way, metallodrugs 

application due to the similarities 

of different structures provides 

options for treatment of arthritis so 

whether a person trusts the 

treatment is up to them, but they 

do have a choice. Furthermore, the 

biological release of ligand (a 

molecule or atom reversibly bound 

to a protein (Biology Dictionary, 

2018)) intends to want high 

stability and kinetic inertness out 

of metallodrug candidates 

(Miranda, 2022, p. 33). As such, 

metallodrugs depending on if they 

are meant to be therapeutic or not 

will release or hold the ligand to 

activate for the needed treatment 

(Miranda, 2022, p. 33). Therefore, 

pursuing MIC as something that is 

taught may aid health care in 

understanding ways in which 

metallodrugs activation could be 

controlled per when the ligand is 

released. 

However, with other types 

of therapy consisting of 

Radiotherapy and Photodynamic 

therapy. Where Radiotherapy has 

the edge in its use of metallodrugs 

for cancer primarily. Radiotherapy 

Miranda believes is limited, 

“production and distribution of the 

radioactive metallic isotope is a 

limiting factor in new radio 

metallodrug candidates” (Miranda, 

2022, p. 37). This is further limited 

by metals being a raw material 

which are running out as time runs 

on. As such, the argument for 

radiotherapy as a means of study in 

MIC is arguable especially if 

results are limited by materials to 

create a solution. Comparatively, 

photodynamic therapy since it 

activates due to light as Miranda 

mentions, “the incorporation of a 

metal into the structure of an 

organic molecule offers a great 

advantage over non-metallic 

photosensitizers” (Miranda, 2022, 

p. 40). What this suggests is that 

since it is said, “new excited states 

are available,” (Miranda, 2022, p. 

40). Then the possibility of 

photodynamic therapy is that new 

treatments can be tested so long as 

light allows for the metallodrugs to 

work to the best of their abilities.  

Nonetheless, although not 

a sure proof solution to disease 

treatments medicinal inorganic 

chemistry and the production of 

metallodrugs allows for 

identification of health conditions 

as well. This in fact may be a 

better application of metallodrugs 

as it has been estimated for MRI 

scans worldwide, “40% employ 

gadolinium (III)- based contrast 

agents” (Miranda, 2022, p. 41). In 

this way, MIC which can utilize 

every element in order to 

synthesize new potential 

treatments is only in its 

development period. Whilst 

implications of treatments still 

pose risks as elements can be both 

radioactive along with compounds 

that can be inorganic an unknown 

in nature. It is still imperative the 

research is furthered into this field 

and is taught because although 

difficult any opportunity to save 

more lives is valuable one. 
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DEL Matters

Keratin Hair Bonds: What really happens when
we apply heat?
Written by Sophia Bucciarelli

How often do you blowdry or straighten your hair? A common statistic is that most women report using

heat on their hair a few times a week! This may seem to be the norm for most; however, heat styling even

once begins to break down bonds in your hair leading to damaged and dry, brittle hair over time.

First, let’s start with the basics. What exactly is hair made

up of? 95% of it is made up of a protein called keratin

which is synthesized by minuscule cells called

keratinocytes located in the hair bulb, where new growth

is formed. Keratinocytes are insoluble in water and

protect our hair. The root of our hair is anchored in the

hair follicle, which punctures the outer layer of the skin.

We have millions of these hair follicles all over our

bodies. As our hair grows, the hair shaft is primarily made

up of protein molecules. The formation in which these keratin bonds construct will then determine

whether you have curly or straight hair, with the more keratin bonds you have equalling the more curly

your hair gets (this portion is purely dependent on genetics).

Certain specific bonds are present in our hair that allow for its continuous growth. Keratin forms a helix

bond which consists of hydrogen bonds. Cysteine, another amino acid that makes up the majority of

keratin (almost 18%), is what coils these helixes. This amino acid is formed by sulphur-sulphur (disulfide)

bonds responsible for rigidity and strength. Typically, disulfide bonds are strong and provide an excellent

structure for thin hair strands. On the other hand, the hydrogen bonds present in hair strands are weaker

and more prone to breakage.

Blowdrying wet hair or applying a straightening iron does not have visible consequences until split ends

eventually show up. Split ends are formed by the continuous weakening of the hair shaft. When heat is

applied to your hair, chemical bonds are broken and reformed, specifically hydrogen bonds. They are
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susceptible to breakage from heat styling, which causes a temporary change in appearance, i.e. curly

hair that becomes straight. Moisture becomes evaporated from the hair strands, drying them out and

reverting back to their original state in the presence of humidity. This also explains how you can curl your

straight hair. Certain styling products prolong the outcome of heat styling because they temporarily coat

the hair shaft in a film that prevents water absorption. Regular styling does not damage keratin bonds but

can begin to weaken their rigidity over time

In recent years, the trend of permanently altering your hair through straightening or perming has taken the

beauty world by storm. Knowing what we do about hair bonds and how heat styling impacts them, how

does permanently altering your hair work? Often, it starts with applying a chemical solution and heating it

on the hair. Keratin bonds are then denatured and uncoiled. However, there are downsides to this

treatment.

Although you may be achieving straight, shiny hair, you are also exposed to a highly toxic chemical. In

most cases, the chemical solution applied to hair contains high levels of formaldehyde, a known

carcinogen. This sums up the intensity needed to break keratin bonds in our hair.

Knowing what we do about the importance of keratin in our hair, products have hit the shelves claiming

to repair broken keratin bonds. How can we know if these work? Olaplex is a popular brand that claims to

repair broken disulfide bonds. It is recommended for highly overtreated hair, whether from heat styling or

colouring. It uses a chemical compound known as Bis-Aminopropyl Diglycol Dimaleate. Their

explanation shows that a sulfur hydrogen molecule can pair with an oxygen atom when a hydrogen bond

is broken. The second scenario is that the sulfur hydrogen pairs with three oxygen molecules to create a

sulfate, which then, over time, breaks down the helpful protein we rely on in our hair. Their patented

compound pairs with the sulfur hydrogen atom before the oxygens to create a healthy bond.

Hair bonding is a complicated process that not many people realize. However, breakage is highly

preventable. In order to keep your keratin bonds healthy and intact, the best advice is to avoid heat styling

as a whole and, if necessary, to be sure to follow up with a bond-building treatment afterwards.
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THE REALITY OF
PLASTIC

WHAT IS PLASTIC?
Plastics are defined as either synthetic or
natural materials that can be shaped when
soft and then hardened to retain the given
shape. Plastics are polymers, which are
chains of molecules linked together, where
each molecule is a monomer, or single unit
that is linked together with other monomers.
Some examples of natural polymers include
tar, tortoiseshell, animal horn, and amber,
while examples of some synthetic polymers
include polyethylene (used in plastic bags),
polystyrene (used in plastic cups), and
polypropylene (used in fibers and bottles).

HOW DID WE GET HERE?

Although polymers existed in nature a long, long time before the first ever synthetic
polymers made, the first ever synthetic polymer, Parkesine, was introduced in 1862 when
Alexander Parkes was trying to find a substitute to shellac for waterproofing, and he
marketed his invention as a substitute for horns and ivory. This was not a commercial hit
but it was a big step in the development of synthetic polymers. In 1907, the first ever fully
synthetic plastic was invented, containing all man-made molecules. This polymer is
Bakelite, and it was discovered by Leo Baekeland when he was trying to find a substitute
for shellac as well. Bakelite was a commercial success and remains one to this day. The
next big step in synthetic polymers was during WWII when demand for war supplies was
very high, which resulted in plastic production in the United States increasing by 3 times
as much as pre-war levels. Plastic was a great substitute for metal which led to the
invention of polyethylene, polystyrene, nylon and plexiglass, all during the war. Following
the war, plastic production at these high output levels continued, and the economic
boom of the 1950s led to increased spending on many plastic products, and the
introduction of polyester. Nowadays, plastic remains extremely popular due to its many
purposes and uses, as well as simplicity in production. Unfortunately, plastics can take
hundreds or even thousands of years to decompose in nature, so to dispose of it, we as
humans dump it into places such as the oceans which harms the animals that live there
and contributes to climate change.

Basic Polymer Strucutre
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Addition Polymerization, per Prepatory Chemistry

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
To make plastics, chemists begin with various elements derived from natural resources,
such as atoms of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, etc. They then make chemical bonds
between these various atoms to make molecules, and in the context of making
plastics/polymers, these molecules are referred to as monomers. Monomers then must be
chemically joined together in order to make polymers, and this can be done through two
different processes: addition polymerization or condensation polymerization. In addition
to polymerization, monomers are added on to each last monomer in the chain via
chemical reactions with each other through double or triple bonds, as if the chemists
were building a paper clip chain. Additional polymerization has three steps: initiation,
propagation, and termination. In initiation, an initiator such as a radical, cation, or anion is
used to start the polymerization process. In propagation, a monomer is added onto the
chain and each new one creates space for the next. Finally, in termination, the radical,
cation, or anion that was used to initiate the polymerization is neutralized in order to stop
the process. In condensation polymerization, monomers react with each other to form
larger structures (polymers), at the same time releasing byproducts, such as water or
methanol, hence condensation. The main difference between the two is that addition
polymerization does not release a byproduct while condensation polymerization does. 

The monomers in a polymer can have many different molecular structures, such as a linear
arrangement, but they may also have arrangements such as a crosslinked configuration,
resembling a mesh-like structure, or even be amorphous, which means it has no shape, similar
to the arrangement of a plate of spaghetti. These plastics are usually transparent so they are
used rightfully as materials such as food wrap, headlights and contact lenses. Finally, polymers
have a seemingly infinite range of characteristics and properties that contribute to their
popularity in being used as a material for many goods, as the ability to create polymers to fit
different uses makes them so abundant. Many different polymers have many different
characteristics, but the ones found in most of them include “resistance to chemicals, being
insulators of both heat and electricity, being light in weight and having different degrees of
strength, and the ability to be processed in different ways to produce fibers, sheets, foams, or
intricate molded parts.”
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“Plastic pollution is killing sea turtles” I’m sure everyone has seen a variant regarding
this issue in the last few years. The earth is all we have, meaning it is in our best favor
to fix the environmental problems that are destroying wildlife and ecosystems
globally. One of the main solutions to these problems is to correct it from the start,
known as recycling. Recycling is defined as collecting and organizing waste that
would otherwise be thrown away into landfills, oceans, and the air. Currently, the
recycling of plastic globally is a disaster with it being the least recycled common
material in the US at only 9%. Plastic producers are emphasizing a shift to chemical
recycling in order to achieve the original raw materials. Recycling has mostly been
completed through mechanical processes but recently scientific breakthroughs
have allowed waste management teams to use innovative technology to chemically
recycle plastic that otherwise would have been extremely costly and difficult to do.
The new technology is just emerging from the experimental stage but holds much
potential to significantly increase inversion from landfills and keep plastics in the
cycle of reusing.
 

Plastic is present in our everyday lives. We use it multiple times throughout the day and
hardly think about any environmental and personal health effects it has. However, the
chemicals found and released a variety of substances pose serious health threats to
humans. PVC plastic is the 3rd most synthetic plastic that is produced across the globe.
It surrounds us, but what you did not know is that it has extreme negative effects on
one's health. When said plastic is produced, harmful chemicals including dioxins,
phthalates, ethylene dichloride, and lead are exposed to us and can get into our system
via attaching to food and water. These chlorine based solutions have contaminated the
air. Since organochlorines have a certain chemical structure that makes humans unable
to expel them, humans are at risk of developing immune disorders, hormone disruption,
and cancer. Aside from humans, the environment faces detrimental loss due to the
presence of plastic that is not properly disposed of which ends up polluting our air.
When plastic is burned, the number of toxins and fumes released is immense, including
mercury, dioxins, and polychlorinated. Dioxins settle on crops, fields, rivers, and bodies of
water. In water, dioxins become strongly attached and eventually make their way to the
sediment where they remain for numerous years. Next time you use a plastic bag or
drink from a plastic water bottle, understand the chemicals that are and will be released
along with the severe effects it can have on your body and the ecosystem around you. 

WHY IS IT HARMFUL?

THE PROBLEM IS PLASTIC! THE SOLUTION TO A DISASTER?
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Although chemical processes vary on products and companies, they follow the
general template: The plastic is first dismembered or broken down to a reasonable
size followed by a treatment in a combination of water, enzymes, and catalysis. They
are now in small polymer chains, a chain molecule made up of the same monomers.
At this point, the monomers can be separated and reattached to create new polymers
that can be used later for manufacturing products or packaging. This process is a
loop, showcasing its potential to be extremely environmentally friendly compared to
the majority of plastic that poses as a one time use. 
Over 30 countries across the world have already approved the various chemical
processes, with multiple companies already well underway in small scale processing
using the methods. Coming out of Oregon, USA, Agilyx is a main established
company of chemical plastic recycling. Agilyx takes the unique role of taking mixed
plastic from refineries and transforming them into jet fuel and gasoline. Recently, they
have refurbished their buildings to fit the needs of recycling polystyrene. It follows a
near identical process with the only substitute being once into small enough chains, it
is heated up in the absence of oxygen. This in return allows the company to mix and
create new polymers and plastics. In addition, polyethylene terephthalate is the most
common thermoplastic resin. Its resilience and durability make it an excellent choice
in a variety of industries. Loop Industries located out of Quebec, Canada uses
depolymerization as a method to break polyethylene terephthalate (PET) into its two
simplest mono Ethylene Glycol. During its past mechanical decomposition, PET
would only last on average about six cycles, while this new innovation allows for
infinite reuse. It is then polymerized, a chemical reaction in which monomer
molecules form polymer chains. This reaction creates polyethylene which is used to
produce terephthalate. When these materials are combined, numerous forms of PET
are achieved. 
Chemical recycling of plastic is looking into a bright and greener future. Canada is
currently investing heavily on chemical recycling in forms of PET and PS. Overall,
chemical plastic recycling has great potential if all goes to plan and can help be the
solution to eliminate world-wide problems that have been detrimental to our planet.
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I Don’t Feel Anything!I Don’t Feel Anything!

OUCH! 
 You fell and hit your head against something. Or, maybe 
you have a monstrous headache that just doesn’t seem to 

go away. In painful situations like these, taking a pain 
reliever is the best course of action.  

  
The two most common types of pain relievers are NSAIDs 
and acetaminophen. They are available in various forms 
(e.g. pills, liquids, creams) and dosages (e.g. children’s, 

regular, extra strength). Once taken, pain soon diminishes 
or even goes away entirely. 

 

HOW DO PAIN 
RELIEVERS WORK?
Pain relievers work with your cells, your body’s 

nerve endings, the nervous system, and the brain to 
keep the pain away. When these cells in our body 

become injured or damaged, they release a certain 
chemical called prostaglandin. Prostaglandins 

(C20H32O5) are a group of lipids made at sites of 
tissue damage or infection. They control processes 

such as inflammation, blood flow, and the formation 
of blood clots. The nerve endings in our body are 
extremely sensitive to prostaglandin. When they 

sense a release of prostaglandin, the nerve endings 
transmit a message to the brain through the 

nervous system, telling it where the pain is and how 
much it hurts. The pain relievers work by preventing 

the cells from releasing prostaglandin. When we 
stop releasing it, the nervous system will stop 

sending pain messages to the brain which means 
we won’t feel any more pain. This process doesn’t 

just happen instantly. After you have consumed the 
pain reliever, it goes to the stomach to be digested, 
and then it will be absorbed into the bloodstream. 

When it's in the bloodstream, it can travel 
throughout the body.

An Article On Pharmaceutical Chemistry

Created by Victoria Godinho

TYPES OF PAIN RELIEVERS OVER THE COUNTER

NSAIDS: 
Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) are medicines 

that are used to relieve pain, reduce edema, and bring down high 
temperatures. The main types of NSAIDs are ibuprofen, naproxen, 

and aspirin. NSAIDs work by blocking a specific type of enzyme 
called cyclooxygenase (COX) used by the body to make 

prostaglandins that contribute widely to our pain. Although 
NSAIDs are good for relieving pain, they can cause many 

unwanted side effects. These side effects include indigestion, 
stomach ulcers, headaches, drowsiness, dizziness, allergy 

reactions, and in rare cases serious issues with the liver, heart, or 
kidneys. 

Picture Created By Victoria Godinho
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Acetaminophen:  
Acetaminophen is a pain reliever and a fever reducer. Researchers are not 

sure of the exact mechanism of acetaminophen’s action. They believe it 
may reduce the production of prostaglandins in the brain. Acetaminophen 
reduces pain by elevating the pain threshold, and by elevating the amount 
of pain to develops before a person feels it. Acetaminophen reduces fever 

by acting on the hypothalamus region of the brain where body 
temperature is regulated. Some side effects include nausea, headache, 

fatigue, etc. 

TYPES OF PAIN RELIEVERS PRESCRIBED

Opioids:
Opioids are a class of drugs naturally found in the 

opium poppy plant that have various effects on the 
human body. Opioids work differently compared to 

other pain medications. They work by activating opioid 
receptors on nerve cells. These receptors belong to the 
G protein-coupled receptors. When the opioid attaches 
to the receptor, it blocks pain messages sent from the 
body through the spinal cord to the brain. Although 

opioids are highly effective in reducing pain, they are 
highly addictive. Taking opioids should only be under 

the discretion of your doctor.

Anti-Depressants:
Anti-depressants are a type of medicine used to treat clinical 

depression. They can also be used to treat disorders like 
obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), anxiety disorders, and 
post-traumatic stress disorders (PTSD). Anti-depressants work 

by increasing the activity of chemicals called 
neurotransmitters in the brain. Increasing the activity of the 

neurotransmitter’s serotonin, norepinephrine and dopamine 
lessens the symptoms of depression and anxiety. Increasing 
the activity will balance the chemicals in the brain which can 

overall improve your mood, concentration, sleep and 
increase your appetite. The side effects of this medication 

include feeling shaky or anxious, feeling sick, indigestion, etc. 

Pain is something all of us don’t like to feel. From headaches to 
stomach aches, no one enjoys feeling pain. These medications are 
amazing discoveries that help us feel better and allow us to have a 
better quality of life. Without medications, the world would have 

more suffering and the quality of life would be poor. All these 
medications would not be possible if it weren’t for chemistry! 

Chemistry serves as a backbone for discovery and growth in the 
pharmaceutical industry. Advances in chemistry will help create 

more medications to help save the lives of many people and treat a 
variety of illnesses. 
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What is Forensic Serology? 

 

orensic serology is a significant part 
of modern forensic research. The primary 
activity of a forensic serologist is the 
identification of bodily fluids. It focuses on 
determining whether a questioned sample 
contains blood, sperm, saliva, or other 
bodily fluids. The presence of bodily fluid 
stains is frequently linked to violent 
criminal cases. Proving the presence of 
bodily fluids can help investigators confirm 
alleged violent crimes. For instance, the 
identification of blood evidence is often 
required in cases involving aggravated 
assault, homicide, sexual assault, and 
burglary. Forensic serology is the process 
of evaluating and identifying biological 
evidence prior to its individualization. 
Individualization of biological evidence is 
used to ascertain if a bodily fluid sample is 
from a specific person. Individualization 
can now be performed by forensic DNA 
analysis. However, the identification of 
bodily fluid cannot be omitted or replaced 
by forensic DNA analysis. The 
identification of bodily fluid can be carried 
out by using confirmatory and presumptive 
assays to ensure that the sample is the 
bodily fluid in question. Assays are 
investigative procedures that determine the 
composition or quality of a substance. This 
article will mainly focus on the 
identification of blood through the use of 
presumptive and confirmatory assays, and 
the most commonly used examinations of 
each method.  

HOW IS BLOOD IDENTIFIED? 

As previously mentioned, blood can be 
identified using both presumptive and 
confirmative assays. Oxidation-reduction 

assays are the most used presumptive 
evaluations in forensic laboratories. 
Moreover, the most common confirmatory 
assays are microcrystal examinations. For 
instance, a red stain identified through 
visual examination is typically analysed 
using presumptive assays. If the assay of 
the questioned blood stain is positive, the 
stain is subjected to further evaluation by 
forensic DNA analysis. This method can 
only conclude that the results indicate the 
presence of blood. Therefore, if appropriate 
quantities of biological materials are 
available, confirmatory assays should be 
carried out if possible. As a result, if the 
confirmatory assay is positive, it can be 
concluded that blood was identified from 
the evidence. A normal human's blood 
volume is around 8% of their body weight. 
The fluid portion of the blood is called 
plasma. Erythrocytes (commonly known as 
red blood cells), leucocytes (also known as 
white blood cells), and thrombocytes (more 
commonly known as platelets), make up the 
cellular fraction of the blood which is 
suspended in the plasma. Most presumptive 
and confirmatory assays of blood 
identification are based on the detection of 
hemoglobin. Hemoglobin is a protein found 
in erythrocytes that is responsible for the 
transportation of oxygen. Each hemoglobin 
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component contains a heme molecule. The 
heme molecule is comprised of a 
protoporphyrin IX (which is an organic 
compound). and a ferrous (Fe2+) iron atom. 

PRESUMPTIVE ASSAYS: 

OXIDATION-REDUCTION 
REACTIONS 

This type of presumptive assay is centered 
on the biochemical properties of the heme 
molecule, which can catalyze an oxidation-

reduction reaction. As we have studied this 
year, a redox reaction changes the oxidation 
state of chemicals. In presumptive testing 
for blood identification, oxidation is 
frequently associated with hydrogen loss, 
while reduction is frequently associated 
with hydrogen gain. In redox reactions for 
blood identification assays, hydrogen 
peroxide is often used as an oxidant. 
Furthermore, the most common reductants 
that are used in the redox reaction are 
phenolphthalein, tetramethyl-benzine, 
leucomalachite green, and luminol. A 
colourless reductant is oxidized in the 
presence of a heme, resulting in a product 
with colour or chemiluminescence. 
Subsequently, a positive reaction suggests 
the presence of blood. 

CONFIRMATORY ASSAYS:  

MICROCRYSTALS 

In microcrystal examinations, blood crusts 
coming from a bloodstain are processed 
chemically to convert native heme to heme 

derivatives. These heme derivatives can 
crystallise in a variety of shapes. Moreover, 
microscopic observation can be used to 
evaluate the crystal morphology of heme 
derivatives. What this means is that the 
presence of heme derivative crystals 
indicates the presence of blood. There are 
two commonly used microcrystal assays, 
and those are the Takayama and Teichmann 
crystal assays. A key difference between 
microcrystal assays and the types of 
presumptive assays, is that microcrystal 
evaluations are much less sensitive than the 
presumptive assays. Going back to the 
protein of hemoglobin, the ferrous ion of 
the heme can create six bonds under normal 
physiological conditions. Of those six 
bonds, four are formed with the nitrogen of 
protoporphyrin IX, one with oxygen, and 
one with a hemoglobin component. How 
are blood crusts treated in the two 
microcrystal assays? Well, in the Takayama 
crystal assay, blood crusts are treated with 
pyridine (organic compound) and a 
reducing sugar capable of reducing other 
compounds in an alkaline environment. 
And in the Teichmann crystal assay blood 
crusts are treated with heated salts and 
glacial acetic acid.  

Overall, forensic serology is a very 
interesting yet difficult topic to understand. 
However, as this article has proved, this 
branch of forensic science is crucial as it 
often is the key factor in many 
investigations of violent criminal cases.  

Molecular structure 
of a heme molecule 
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This element is number 32 on the periodic table 

This element is found in group 16 and period 3 

After this element undergoes alpha decay, it becomes  

This element was discovered in Tennessee by adding Ca (20 protons) to Bk (97 protons) 

This element is a main component in organic molecules when bonded with Hydrogen 

This element’s electron configuration is [Kr] 5s2 4d10 5p5 

This element is named after the Titans of Greek Mythology, and contains 22 electrons 

The average atomic mass of this element is 58.69 

This element is a noble gas in period 2 

Periodic Puzzle 
Decode the message below just as geneticists decode
genomes! Use the hints provided to figure out which

elements correspond to each number, and from there you
can input the elements’ symbols into each space to spell

out the message.
 

1 8 3 2
1 9 7 5 6 2 4

Now that you know which elements corresponds to each number, you can input their
symbols into the spaces below!

GeNiUS GeNeTiCISTs

Answer:

Th 234
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